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Functional results following high tibial osteotomy ID: 0003
Mark Webb1, Varun Dewan2, Philp Dobson3, David Elson4, UKKOR Research Collaborative 
1. Locum Consultant, St. George’s Hospital. 2. Specialist Registrar, South Tees NHS Trust. 3. Specialist Registrar, Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust. 4. Consultant, Gateshead NHS Trust

Primary : 
Do Patient Reported Outcome Measures 
improve? 
Secondary:
Does activity improve?
Do BMI, Age or smoking affect outcomes?

Registry Data (UKKOR)
- Contemporaneous PROMS
- Database populated on 1 May 2017
- Statistics -- ANOVA with Bonferoni

1615 Entries
- Duplications & empty records excluded

- 569 knees - 403M : 166F
- Mean Age = 48 (18 – 74)
Loss to follow-up

- 1 year = 37%
- 2 years = 25%

- Improvement in all PROMs compared to baseline
- Functional scores improve significantly
- Smokers and elevated BMI improve significantly

Aim

Knee Injury & Osteoarthritis  Outcome Score

OKS - Activity Participation Questionnaire

Results
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Primary Outcome
- PROMs improve Significantly at 1 & 2 years
- Trend between 1 & 2 years
Secondary Outcome
- Activity specific outcomes improve
- Smokers & BMI >30 still significantly improve
- Age has no impact

- Lost to follow-up  -- 70% compliance
- Cohort study
- Voluntary
- Incomplete records

Analysis of UKKOR demonstrates improved PROMs, including 
functional components, following HTO which corroborates 
with published research. 

Smokers & patients with >30 BMI also improve. Age does not 
appear to influence scores.

UKKOR has agreed to record return to sport and work for 
future research.

Discussion

Limitations

Conclusions

1. Baker, P.N. et al., 2012. The effect of surgical factors on early patient-reported outcome measures (PROMS) following 
total knee replacement. The Journal of Bone & Joint Surgery, British Volume, 94–B(8), pp.1058–1066.

2. Partridge, T. et al., 2016. Improving patient reported outcome measures (PROMs) in total knee replacement by 
changing implant and preserving the infrapatella fatpad: a quality improvement project. BMJ Qual Improv Report, 5.

3. Gabr, A., Medici, A. De & Haddad, F., 2016. The National Ligament Registry The Second Annual Report (2016 ).
4. Asher, A.L. et al., 2014. Clinical Registries and Evidence-Based Care Pathways. Surgery, 157(2), pp.S136–S138.

References ACKNOWLEDGMENT: The authors would like to thank all the surgeons who contribute to UKKOR 
by entering their patients’ data. Without you studies like this would not be possible.
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0007 METAPHYSEAL SLEEVES PROVIDE A RELIABLE METHOD OF FIXATION IN REVISION 
KNEE ARTHROPLASTY AT MID-TERM FOLLOW-UP; A REVIEW OF 319 CONSECUTIVE CASES
Bloch BV, Shannak O, Palan J, Phillips JRA, James PJ. Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust. 
benjamin.bloch@nuh.nhs.uk

Introduction
This study evaluates a single surgeon’s mid-term outcomes for the use 
of sleeves in revision TKA.
Methods
Patients who underwent surgery from 2006 to 2016 at our institution 
were identified from a prospective research database. The primary 
study outcome was implant survivorship. Secondary outcomes included 
complications, re-operations and radiographic assessment of sleeve 
osseointegration.

Conclusion
This large series demonstrates that the use of metaphyseal sleeves in 
revision TKA is associated with low complications rates, good 
osseointegration and excellent mid- to long-term survival rates.

Results
319 revision TKA (277 patients) with minimum 2 years follow-up were 
identified. The median follow up was 35 months. A tibial sleeve was 
used in all cases; 146 cases also had a femoral sleeve. All sleeves were 
used in conjunction with a stem
9 (2.8%) femoral and 4 (2.7%) tibial sleeves demonstrated non-
progressive radiolucent lines. None of these required revision.
5 cases required re-revision (4 for infection; 1 for instability)
No sleeve was revised for aseptic loosening.

Indications for revision surgery

Aseptic loosening 50%

Infection 22%

Instability 21%

Stiffness 4%

Malalignment 2%

Periprosthetic fracture 1%

Patient demographics

Age 70 (range 30-93)

Sex 52% female

Side 59% right

Time to revision Median 112 months 
(IQR 52-174)

Implant 81% TC3, 17% S-ROM, 
2% LPS

@NottsHipKnee



Femoral component positioning predicts anterior knee pain in cruciate retaining 

single radius total knee replacement: 10 year follow-up study (ID 0008)
CEH Scott, ND Clement, LZ Yapp, DJ MacDonald, JT Patton, R Burnett Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh 
& University of Edinburgh 

Background & Rationale
Introduction:
Anterior knee pain (AKP) is the commonest complication of total knee arthroplasty (TKA). There are few 

reports of long-term AKP, but rates of 45% have been reported at 10 years. Determinants of AKP are likely 

multifactorial and risk factors for AKP at long-term follow up remain unclear. 

Research Questions:
1. What is the long-term prevalence of AKP in single radius CR TKA?

2.Is this affected by femoral component sagittal alignment?

Conclusions - Anterior knee pain following single-radius TKA
• Reported by 25% patients at 10 years

• Results in significantly worse PROMs scores at 10 years

• Associated with femoral component extension in this implant

Recommendation: Ensure posterior femoral entry point to achieve adequate 

femoral flexionReferences
1. van Jonbergen HP, et al. Determinants of anterior knee pain following total knee replacement: a systematic review. Knee Surg Sports Traumatol Arthrosc, 2012. 

2. Meftah M, et al. The natural history of anterior knee pain in 2 posterior-stabilized, modular total knee arthroplasty designs. J Arthroplasty, 2011;26(8):1145-8. 

3. Tanikawa H, et al. Influence of Total Knee Arthroplasty on Patellar Kinematics and Patellofemoral Pressure. J Arthroplasty, 2017. 32(1): p. 280-285.

4. Keshmiri A, et al. Changes in sagittal component alignment alters patellar kinematics in TKA: an in vitro study. Knee Surg Sports Traumatol Arthrosc, 2016. 24(3): p. 823-9. 

5. van Houten AH, et al. Patella position is not a determinant for anterior knee pain 10 years after balanced gap total knee arthroplasty. Knee Surg Sports Traumatol Arthrosc, 2016. 24(8): 2656-62. 

The University of Edinburgh is a charitable body, registered in Scotland, with registration number SC005336

Results
• 25% AKP (mean VAS Pain score: 34.3; mean age 67.0 (38-82); 48 (66%) female)

• 30% No Pain (mean VAS Pain score: 0; mean age 66.5 (41-82), 60 (67%) female) 

• Multivariate analysis - Independent predictors (p<0.05) of AKP were:
• Femoral component flexion 

• MPTA

• Patella Baja 

• OKSs worse from 1 year in AKP group (p=0.035). At 10 years ALL PROMs worse in AKP group:

• PCS 35.5 vs 43.4, p<0.001

• MCS 48.5 vs 51.5, p=0.037

• OKS 29.6 vs 40.1, p<0.001

• Dissatisfied 14% vs 4%, p<0.001

Methods
•A prospective cohort study 2006-2007 

•297 patients underwent TKA:

•Cruciate-retaining single-radius TKA

•Measured resection technique

•Patella not routinely resurfaced

•SF-12, OKS and satisfaction collected preoperatively 

and year 1, 5 and 10 following surgery.

•Variables investigated: Demographic data, indication, 

reoperation, patella resurfacing, and radiographic 

criteria. 
Fig 1. Radiographic Analysis 

Univariate analysis performed with multivariate logistic regression on variables significant at 10% level and 

Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve analyses. 

Fig 2. ROC Curve Analysis – Using Femoral Flexion To Predict 

AKP

Fig 3. Change in OKS Pre and Post Surgery – AKP vs No 

Pain

MPTA

Coronal

LDFA

Sagittal

PTS

Femoral component 

flexion  predicted AKP:

- AUC 0.72, p<0.001

- Threshold -0.5°

(extension)

- 87% sensitivity

- 51% specificity



(9) – Utilising outpatient parenteral antibiotic therapy in the treatment of infected 
lower limb arthroplasty leads to a large reduction in length of hospital stay
Shivji FS, Green VL, Liu A, Snape S, Bloch BV. Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust. fshivji@nhs.net

Introduction
• Outpatient Parenteral Antibiotic Therapy (OPAT) 

allows patients to receive intravenous antibiotics at 
home.

• This has the potential to reduce the long hospital 
stays of those patients undergoing treatment for 
prosthetic joint infection.

• This study aimed to quantify this reduction.

Results

• Mean length of parenteral antibiotic use: 43 days (range 21 - 84 days). 
• Mean length of stay was 19 days (range 6 - 81 days). 
• Total number of bed days saved by using OPAT was 2,361 (mean 28 days per 

patient).
• Total estimated cost saving was £524,142 (mean £6,166 per patient).

Conclusion
The use of OPAT leads to a reduction in length of stay and allows the safe monitoring 
of patients whilst undergoing treatment.

Organisms Identified

Strep Staph Actinomyces Diphtheroids

E.coli Enterococcus Klebsiella Multiple

No Organism Propionibacterium Proteus Pseudomonas

Methods
Retrospective review of all patients treated using surgery and OPAT, 2011-2016. 
Inclusion/exclusion criteria: 
1. Patients with a primary or revision hip/knee replacement in situ with newly 

diagnosed microbiological or clinical evidence of infection.
2. Treated using OPAT. 

Cure of infection: no recurrence by latest f/u after expected definitive surgery

No of patients Mean f/u (days) Washout (pts) DAIR (pts) Single Stage (pts) 2 Stage (pts)

83 416 (31-1905) 4 44 21 14

Infection 
Cured 68 (82%) 0 38 (86%) 18 (86%) 12 (86%)



Medial versus lateral para-patellar approach for arthroplasty of the vagus knee: a 

systematic review and meta-analysis (ID 0011)

Mussa M, Sweed T, Bakory A, Baloch K

433 records through 

database searching

Other sources 

(n=0)

After duplicates removed

(n=30)

Records screened

(n=30)

Full text articles 

assessed (n=8)

Studies included (n=6)

Knee arthroplasty in the presence of valgus 

knee deformity represents a surgical 

challenge. Several studies have compared 

the use of the lateral and the medial para-

patellar approaches in valgus knee 

arthroplasty but the results remain 

controversial

• A total of 6 studies (3 randomised controlled  

trials, 2 retrospective cohort studies, and 1 

prospective cohort study) with a total of 617 TKRs.

• lateral approach group had significantly less 

residual valgus deformity postoperatively 

• No significant difference in terms of Knee Society 

Score, Visual Analogue Scale, postoperative 

range of movement, length of surgery, or blood 

loss. 

• More complications in the lateral approach group, 

but the difference was not statistically significant

This meta-analysis was performed according to 

the PRISMA guidelines. Searches were made in 

PubMed, the Cochrane library, and EMBASE. 

Meta-analysis was conducted by the RevMan 5.3 

software.

Records excluded

(n=22)

articles excluded

(n=2)

The aim of this systematic review and meta-

analysis was to compare the clinical efficacy 

and safety of the lateral para-patellar 

approach with the standard medial para-

patellar approach in the total arthroplasty of 

the valgus knees. 
Lateral para-patellar approach was superior in terms 

of postoperative residual valgus deformity and 

patellar tracking, this did not seem to have any 

impact on the knee outcome scores or range of 

movement. We recommend that the choice of 

surgical approach should be influenced by the 

experience of the surgeon, familiarity with the 

approach.

Methods

Aim

Background Results

Conclusion
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Debridement, antibiotics and implant retention; Time for a paradigm shift?         (ID 0018)

Thomson L 1, Baig A 1, White H 1, Korim MT1

1. University Hopsitals of Leicester, Leicester, United Kingdom

Discussion

• Our data suggests the presence of pus and a CRP of >200 should 
steer the surgeon towards a formal revision rather than DAIR.

• There was no significant correlation between microbe isolated and 
DAIR outcome

• Further work ideally in the form of a multicentre analysis is required 
to produce a formal tool to stratify patients with infected TKRs and 
accurately predict the chances of DAIR outcome. 

Introduction
• Prosthetic joint infections result in significant patient 

morbidity, a recognised mortality and a substantial 

cost to Healthcare Systems.

• Currently there are no validated stratification 

systems for TKR DAIR success

INDICATOR SUCCESS FAILURE P-value

CRP (mg/L) 149.56 221.17 P = 0.05

WCC (109/L) 13.5 14.4

TEMPERATURE 
(°C)

37.65 37.8

Pus 0/12 10/10 P= 0.027

• Twenty two patients (12 females, 10 males) with a mean age of 71.6

• (54-88) and minimal follow up of 3 years were reviewed.

• Median number of days between presentation and surgery was 

significantly lower in those patient that underwent a successful and 

failed DAIR (10 vs 1, P=0.01). 

Materials and Methods
• Retrospective, microbiology confirmed TKR infection

• DAIR and follow up 2013-2018 single large centre

• Data points: temperature, C-reactive protein, white 

cell count (at time of presentation) and the presence 

or absence of frank pus within the knee joint.

• SPSS used for statistical analysis

Results
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[19] RESULTS OF THE FIRST 836 ATTUNE KNEE REPLACEMENTS IN A HIGH-VOLUME 
INSTITUTION: A COHORT STUDY WITH MINIMUM 2-YEAR FOLLOW UP

Marson BA, Shannak O, Bloch BV. Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust. 
benjamin.bloch@nuh.nhs.uk

Introduction
The results of the first 836 consecutive ATTUNE TKAs performed at 
our institution (Dec 2011-Aug 2016) were prospectively collected. 
PROMs were obtained through the NHS Digital PROMS programme.

Indications for revision

Aseptic loosening 3

Instability 3

Stiffness 1

Periprosthetic fracture 1

Infection 3

Patella resurfacing 4

Results: revision rate
The 3 year survival of the ATTUNE TKA is  98.7% (95% CI 97.5-99.3) at 3 
years and 97.3% (95% CI 95.3-98.5) at 5 years.

Conclusion
The ATTUNE knee replacement has excellent survivorship at three 
and five years. The use of this implant is associated with significant 
improvements in Oxford Knee Scores and EQ5D scores at six months. 

Results: PROMs
6-month PROMs scores were returned by 58% of patients. 
The mean pre-op Oxford Knee Score was 19.4 (SD 7.4). 
At 6 months the mean post-op Oxford Knee Score was 35.6 (S.D. 9.0) 
(p<0.001, paired t-test)
The mean pre-op EQ-5D score was 0.41 (SD 0.30). 
At 6 months the mean post-op EQ-5D score was 0.74 (SD 0.23) 
(p<0.001, paired t-test)

@NottsHipKnee



A New Standard For The Safe Introduction Of Orthopaedic Implants: Beyond Compliance, The Unity Knee (Abstract 
Reference ID: 22)

N Patel, J Phillips, K Eyres, T Wilton, R Parkinson and A Toms 
Exeter Knee Reconstruction Unit, RD+E Hospital

E-mail: nimeshpatel1@nhs.net

Introduction: 
Beyond Compliance introduced in 2012
• Monitoring and regulation of new medical devices
• Ensuring patient safety
• Promoting innovation
• Evidence based appraisal of devices during their induction
• Unity Knee is 1st TKR to undergo introduction through this process

Aims and Objectives:  
1. To report the 2-year outcome of the Unity Knee
2. Highlight issues with the Beyond Compliance process

Methods: 
100 patients undergoing primary TKR were enrolled. All received single radius CR TKR (Unity, Corin), and patella resurfacing, and followed 
up at 6 weeks, 3, 6, 12 and 24 months post operatively. ROM and outcome scores were evaluated 

Results: 
98/100 patients followed up to 2 years
• Mean age 73.6 years (SD = 9.7)
• 96% satisfaction rate at 2 years 
• Mean value added ROM = 13.2°
• Significant improvement in all outcome scores at 2 year f/u:

Oxford Knee Score                                                      KOOS                                       EQ5D VAS                                        

Conclusions: 
• Unity Knee: safe and effective with good early 
results 
• Achieved ODEP 3A rating 
• Beyond Compliance has allowed careful and 
regulated introduction of this knee, allowing 
innovation whilst maintaining patient safety
• Requires surgeons as well as industry to fully 
engage in the process of Beyond Compliance 





What is the outcome of bi-cruciate versus cruciate retaining total knee arthroplasty 
at 2-year follow-up assessed in a randomized controlled trial? 
Anders Troelsen1, Lina Holm Ingelsrud1, Morten Grove Thomsen1, Omar Muharemovic2, Kristian Otte1, Henrik Husted1

1Dept. of Orthopaedic Surgery, Copenhagen University Hospital Hvidovre, Copenhagen, Denmark
2Dept. of Radiology, Copenhagen University Hospital Hvidovre, Copenhagen, Denmark anders.troelsen@regionh.dk

Aim
To compare tibial implant 
migration and clinical 
outcomes of bi-cruciate and 

cruciate retaining total knee 
arthroplasty

• Stable fixation
• Excellent clinical 

outcomes
• Learning curve related 

to Bi-CR technique

Conclusion

Results

Methods
50 patients randomised to Bi-CR or CR 
(NCT01966848) 
Primary outcome: maximum total point motion 
(MTPM) measured with RSA at 2-year

No clinically relevant or statistically significant differences in…

component migration patient-reported pain and function
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Appropriateness Of Knee MRI Scans Arranged By GPs In Patients Over 40 

Years Old-Mr S Kumar, Mr A Lakdawala, Mr B Mishra. Abstract-25.

Introduction, 

Material & 

Methods:

X Ray-1st

investigation

Many patients 

referred with only 

MRI scan

Is it appropriate?

Results:

33	

17	

3	

Investigation arranged by GP 

MRI  

X Ray  

Both 

0% 

20% 

40% 

60% 

80% 

100% 

120% 

Arthroscopy Investigation 

Appropriate  

GP 

diagnosed 

Arthroscopy rate & other variables in both 
groups 

MRI scan Only 
(n=33) 

X Ray only (n=17) 

Discussion:
➢ GP’s are under utilizing X Ray in the work up for knee pain.

➢ Patients presenting with MRI scan in the specialist clinic has more chances of undergoing arthroscopy.

➢ X ray should be primary investigation.



Longer-term Outcomes of Periprosthetic Distal Femoral Fractures 
Stabilised With a Locking Plate System (Abstract 28)

Harold Akehurst, David Jones, Ernest Nagy, Sandeep Deo.   Great Western Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Swindon.   
Correspondence: harold.Akehurst@gmail.com

Background

Periprosthetic fractures of the 
femur: 

• a considerable technical 
challenge to treat

• Lack of consensus on optimal 
management 

Aim

Measure key longer term outcomes 
in patients undergoing fixation of 
periprosthetic distal femoral 
fractures with a locking plate 
system.

Methods

Retrospective, observational study 
of a consecutive series of patients 
treated in a Trauma Unit with the 
Stryker AxSOS (Newbury, UK) 
locking plate system.

Results

Conclusions

A good option for treatment of 
periprosthetic distal femoral 
fractures with complication rates 
in line with alternative strategies. 

Mortality similar to / better than  
hip fractures (NSS).

• 24 cases 2006 – 2011

• 21f:3m, median age 76 (47-92y)

• Median length of stay 16 days 

• 3 non-unions (13%), 2 re-
plated with AxSOS

• 2 reoperations (8%)



Proposal and Evaluation of Novel Anthropometric and Radiological 
Measures of Limb Obesity  (Abstract 29)

Background Results

Conclusions
We have validated a simple radiological measure of limb obesity based on anthropometric data. This provides a 
means of determining obesity patterns in our patients and may have multiple clinical &  research applications.

Harold Akehurst, David Maska, Sebastien Crosswell, Renata Bartucz, Sandeep Deo.   Great Western Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust.   Correspondence: harold.Akehurst@gmail.com

Anthropometric Radiological

Leg circumference at
• Proximal pole 

patella
• Joint line
• Tibial tuberosity

Consolidated into single 
measure by principal 
component analysis

Ratio of bone to tissue 
width measured at widest 
point of condyles, 
perpendicular to anatomical 
axis (figure 1)

Additional factors for tissue 
width > radiograph window 
calculated by regression

Scores centred, standardised and categorised. 

Figure 1: bone/tissue width ratio

• Obesity & Body Mass Index (BMI) in knee 
arthroplasty has been extensively studied

• Little work has addressed the specific role of 
limb obesity or obesity patterns

Aim: Produce and evaluate measures of limb obesity at the knee

Methods

50 consecutive patients under-going 
total knee replacement: detailed 
measurements & baseline data 
taken

Anticipated high
risk group for
surgical complication



Pre-operative Neuropathic Pain is Not Associated With Worse Outcomes 
at 1 Year Following Primary Knee Arthroplasty (Abstract 30)
Harold Akehurst, Caroline Culwick, Zoltan Kiraly, Sandeep Deo. Great Western Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust. Correspondence: harold.Akehurst@gmail.com

Hypothesis

Neuropathic pain pre-operatively may be associated with 
worse outcomes after knee replacement.

Methods

Pre-operative and 12-month follow up questionnaires:

• Neuropathic pain (S-LANSS)

• Quality of life (EQ5D, HowRU)

• Mental health (HADS)

• Knee pain & function (pain rating, OKS)

Results

None of the outcomes assessed were worse in patients 
with pre-operative neuropathic pain. 

Conclusions

Patients who have a neuropathic quality of pain 
experience at least the same benefit from knee 
replacement as those without.
S-LANSS: Self-reported Leeds assessment of neuropathic symptoms and 
signs; HADS: Hospital anxiety & depression score; OKS: Oxford knee score
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Supracondylar Periprosthetic Femoral Fractures Outcomes Following Retrograde 
Intramedullary Nailing Versus Distal Femoral Plating: A Systematic Review (Abstract ID32)

Tarek Boutefnouchet1,*,  Rosemary Wall, Mateen Arastu, Bryan Riemer 
1. University Hospital Coventry and Warwickshire

BASK Annual Spring Meeting 26th – 27th March 2019 Brighton UK
*Correspondence to: tboutefnouchet@hotmail.com

Predicting the effectiveness of intra-
medullary nailing versus plating
remains a crucial question in the
management of supracondylar
periprosthetic fractures above a total
knee arthroplasty. Using the PRISMA
guidelines a systematic review
comparing the two interventions was
conducted.

A systematic search was performed
using PubMed, EBSCO host (EMBASE,
CINAHL), and the Cochrane Database.
Studies, which reported comparative
outcome data following the two
interventions, were included. Pooled
estimates were calculated when
quantifiable outcomes for each group
were reported in a minimum of three
studies at final follow-up.

A total of 151 records were generated from the search. Eight

studies met the eligibility criteria and were included in the final

analysis. The final studies consisted of case series and parallel

comparative studies (Level III&IV). All studies were mitigated

by heterogeneity and methodological limitations.

Nevertheless, clinical outcomes showed a tendency that

favours intramedullary nailing in relation to: time to union,

non-union rate re-operations and deep wound infection.

Combined results outlined in the matrix above.

Despite recurring limitations in the conduct and
presentation of the studies, results tended to
favour intra-medullary nailing. It is however
essential that treatment choices allow early
mobilisation while minimising the risk of
postoperative complications. Therefore, future
priority must be awarded to higher quality
research to either confirm or refute earlier
results.

Materials & methods: Results:

Conclusions:Introduction & Aims:

Competing interests: none declared

Time to union: 

Standardised mean difference = 0.28 (95% CI -
0.02, 0.58)

Non-union rate:

Odds Ratio = 1.12 (95% CI 0.55, 2.27)

Re-operations:

Odds Ratio = 0.74 (95% CI 0.39, 1.41)

Deep wound infection:

Odds Ratio = 1.41 (95% CI 0.40, 5.00)

IM Nail vs. Plate Outcomes



Metal Allergy and Total Knee Arthroplasty: A Call for Consensus
(Abstract ID33)

Tarek Boutefnouchet1,*, Mamdouh Hefny2,  Karl Bell3

1. University Hospital Coventry and Warwickshire
2. South Warwickshire NHSFT 3. Alexandra Hospital Redditch Worcestershire Acute Hospitals

BASK Annual Spring Meeting 26th – 27th March 2019 Brighton UK
*Correspondence to: tboutefnouchet@hotmail.com

Despite an unclear immunological
mechanism, so-called hypoallergenic
components are actively marketed and
continue to be used in total knee
arthroplasty (TKA). Recent literature
proposes that known metal
hypersensitivity has no impact on
arthroplasty outcomes. The authors
conducted a clinical and cost effectiveness
analysis of hypoallergenic-coated TKA
implants.

A cross-sectional observational analysis of
patients implanted with a hypoallergenic-
coated TKA was conducted. The study
included three centres. The methodology
followed the Reporting of studies
Conducted using Observational Routinely
collected health Data (RECORD) statement.

A database spanning the period between 2011 and 2018 was created. A total of 45

cases received Titanium and Niobium/Vanadium coated TKA implants for primary

osteoarthritis. All but one case were female patients, with a mean age of 64 years

(range 43-83). There were no reports of hypersensitivity reactions in the stainless-

steel clips skin closure group. The clinical and radiological outcomes remained

satisfactory among all cases. Nevertheless, the estimated implant-cost of

equivalent number of cases was increased by 2 to 3 fold.

The present study demonstrates no
correlation between patient reported metal
sensitivity, epicutaneous testing and Nickel
containing skin clips. Predominance in
female patients might in-fact represent
dermal reaction to oxidised metal particles
from contact with jewellery but not true
hypersensitivity. There is therefore a need
for paradigm shift and the authors call for a
consensus.

Materials & methods: Results:

Conclusions:Introduction & Aims:

Competing interests: none declared

93%

7%

Contact dermatitis associated with
nickel

Various sensitisers*

Type of Hypersensitivity

31%

69%

BCDS patch test History alone

Hypersensitivity Diagnosis

62%

38%

Metal Skin Clips Suture closure

Wound closure

*various metals and PMMA BCDS: British Contact Dermatitis 
Society





Complications related to the use of spacers in Revision Knee Arthroplasty: A Single Center retrospective study (38) 

Background & Objective

Patients & Methods

Results

References

• Retrospective observational study 65 patients underwent revision total knee replacements at our centre from September 2014 to September 2017

• 12 patients had revision surgeries in the knee prior to spacer implantations while the rest of the study cohort had a conversion from primary to revision

Revision candidates – 65 TKR - cemented: 63, uncemented: 2

Discussion

Conclusion

Cement spacers continues to be an effective modality in the management of prosthetic joint 

infection. Articulating and static spacers are comparable in terms of their 

complications.Though bone loss may be lower in the articulating group, the role of static 

spacers cannot be ignored as it is the only implant of choice in re-revision surgeries.

Musheer Hussain Mohamed, Anjan Venkataraman Krishnamurthy, Rohan Bidwai, Mikhil Jain, Veenesh Selvaratnam, George Pavlou, Nikhil Shah

Wigan and Leigh NHS Foundation Trust, Wigan, United Kingdom email: mushyhuz@gmail.com
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• Overall complication rate of 21% with comparable rates in both articulating and static 

spacers.

• Persistent Infection rates of 15%, comparable to existing literature (8 – 25%)

• Literature unclear regarding bone loss rates but our results show twice as much bone loss in 

static spacers as compared to dynamic spacers

1.Mazzucchelli, L., Rosso, F., Marmotti, A., Bonasia, D., Bruzzone, M. and Rossi, R. (2015). The use of spacers (static and mobile) in infection knee arthroplasty. Current Reviews in Musculoskeletal Medicine, 8(4), pp.373-382.

2. Voleti, P., Baldwin, K. and Lee, G. (2013). Use of Static or Articulating Spacers for Infection Following Total Knee Arthroplasty. The Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery-American Volume, 95(17), pp.1594-1599.

Prosthetic Joint Infection following a total knee arthroplasty (TKA) accounts for the majority of revision knee surgeries, a two-stage procedure involving cement spacers has evolved as a gold 

standard in its management. It is essential to identify the complications in this procedure, as they encompass a vital component in the acceptance of a surgical procedure as standard practice. 

This study was primarily undertaken to highlight the complications encountered with the use of spacers for revision knee surgery at our centre. The aim of this study was to identify the 

complications and to see if the type of cement spacer had a bearing on the nature complication. 



Research Question:  Medial Unicompartmental Arthroplasty 
(UKA-M) gait is similar to healthy controls, but contra-indicated in 
severe patella-femoral disease. Medial bicompartmental 
arthroplasty (BCA-M) is a conservative alternative to Total Knee 
Arthroplasty (TKA), but does it deliver any functional advantage?

Results: BCA-M walked at 6.5Km/h, while TKA 
walked at 5.5Km/h, 15% slower (p=0.003). BCA-M 
had a median stride length 7cm (20%) longer than 
TKA ( p=0.04). Unlike TKA, BCA-M displayed near-
normal gait at heel strike and mid-stance (Fig 3.)

Medial Bicompartmental Arthroplasty enables near normal gait, similar to Unicompartmental 
Arthroplasty and 15% faster than age and sex matched Total Knee Arthroplasty

Amy Garner, Rhiannon Lambkin, Richard van Arkel, Justin CobbBASK 2019 Abstract 39. E-
Poster

Sir Michael Uren
Foundation

Fig. 1. Top Waking Speeds

Methods: An instrumented treadmill at top 
walking speeds (TWS), 12 months post-
surgery, was used to compare 14 BCA-M 
patients with age, sex and BMI matched 
UKA-M (n=18) and primary TKA (n=15) 
subjects. Median age of participants was 
68yrs (range 48-83), median BMI 28.4 
(16.9-43.6). 68% of participants were 
female. 

Discussion: BCA-M is indistinguishable from the 
near normal gait of UKA-M. Faster speeds, 
longer strides and near normal ground reaction 
forces highlight the role of an intact ACL in 
conservative knee arthroplasty.

Fig. 2 Median Stride Length (cm)

Fig. 3. BCA-M functionally similar to UKA-M, superior to 
TKA at Heel Strike and Mid-Stance at Top Walking 

Speeds

UKA-M BCA-M TKA

Vs. Vs.
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▪ UKR has substantial benefits over TKR but 
has higher revision rates1.

▪ The cementless Oxford UKR was introduced 
to address this but there are concerns 
about fixation and tibial plateau 
fractures2,3.

▪ We report the first long-term study of 
clinical and radiographic outcomes.

▪ The first 1000 cementless UKRs were 
independently prospectively followed.

▪ Survival endpoints were reoperation, 
revision, conversion to TKR and major 
revision.

▪ The Oxford Knee Score (OKS), Tegner
Activity Score (TAS), American Knee Society 
Score (AKSS-O, AKSS-F) and radiographs 
were analysed .

▪ The survival was 96.6% (CI 94.8-97.8), 97.5% (CI 95.7-98.5), 
98.9% (CI 97.7-99.4) and 99.6% (CI 98.8-99.9) using the 
survival endpoints.

▪ Most common causes of revision were:
• bearing dislocation (n=7, 0.7%)
• disease progression (n=4, 0.4%)
• pain (n=2, 0.2%). 

▪ 1 lateral tibial plateau fracture
▪ 1 femoral component loosening
▪ No pathological or complete radiolucencies
▪ Patient survival was 95.1% (CI 92.8-96.8)
▪ Mean OKS 41.2 (SD 9.8)
▪ Mean Tegner 2.8 (SD 1.3)
▪ Mean AKSS-O 89.1 (SD 13.0), AKSS-F 80.4 (SD 14.6)

▪ The cementless Oxford UKR outcomes are similar to those 
of the cemented Oxford UKR.

▪ The radiographic appearance is better than cemented.
▪ The revision rate is similar to TKR.
▪ The reoperation rates and functional outcomes are 

superior to TKR.

The long term clinical outcomes of 1000 cementless

Oxford Unicompartmental Knee Replacements 0044
H R Mohammad1, C Jenkins2, S J Mellon1, C A Dodd2, Judge A, D W Murray1

1Nuffield Department of Orthopaedics, Musculoskeletal Sciences and Rheumatology, University of Oxford.2Nuffield Orthopedic Centre, Oxford University Hospitals. 

Methods

Contact: hasan.mohammad@ndorms.ox.ac.uk

Results at 10 years

Conclusions



Ng N1, Chen P1, Clement N2, Macpherson G2, Amin AK2

1.University of Edinburgh, 2.Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh, nathannghuang@gmail.com

Aims

Determine if precision and accuracy of 

the intended correction is improved by

pre-operative planning 

intra-operative computer-assisted 

navigation.

• % deviation (SD) on weight-

bearing long-leg X-rays 

• Spread of data on graph

• % cases with WBL passing 

through 55-65% zone

• Within dotted zone on graph

Study group A Historical control group B

Precision Accuracy

Background

The aim of medial opening wedge 

high tibial osteotomy (MOWHTO) is 

to alleviate arthritic knee pain by 

shifting the weight bearing line 

(WBL) to a zone between 55%-

65% of the tibial width.

Methods

vs

Results

Group Precision

(SD)

Accuracy 

(%)

Intra-

operative 

computer-

assisted 

navigation

7.1 62.5

A 10.5 44

B 15.1 25

Computer-assisted intra-operative navigation improves precision and accuracy of the 

intended coronal plane correction after medial opening wedge high tibial osteotomy (48)

Conclusion
• Pre-operative planning improves the precision of intended 

correction (p=0.003), but accuracy remains low(p=0.09). 

• When combined with intra-operative computer-assisted 

navigation, both precision and accuracy of the intended 

correction may be significantly improved.

34 Pre-operatively 

planned MOWHTOs

16/34: 

Intra-

operative 

computer-

assisted 

navigation

18/34: 

Miniaci

method

36 MOWHTOs 

(Without pre-

operative planning)

Intra-operative cable 

measurement alone
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To evaluate the efficacy and safety of Buprenorphine 5 mg Patch in the immediate post operative pain relief 

following Total Knee Replacement

Sanjay B Londhe1, Ravi Shah2,  Kavita Subhedar3

1.Holy Spirit Hospital Mumbai, India; 2. Hinduja Hospital, Mumbai, India; 3. Criticare Hospital, Mumbai, India
Email: sanlondhe@yahoo.com

Conclusion: This study clearly
demonstrates the advantage of
buprenorphine trans- dermal patch in the
management of immediate post TKR
surgery pain. It substantially reduces the
requirement of NSAIDS, large doses of IV
paracetamol as well as injectable opioids.

Results: The pain relief in group A was
significantly better than group B
(measured by visual analogue scale).
Also the requirement of injectable pain
killers was significantly less in the group
A as compared to group B.
Buprenorphine patch 5 mg was well
tolerated by almost all patients except
one female who experienced with some
respiratory difficulty and hence patch
was removed.

Materials and Methods:Introduction: The pain that a patient
experiences immediately following a Total
Knee Replacement (TKR) is always a
concern both to the patient and the
operative team.

The non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
(NSAIDS) also need to be used very
cautiously in the TKR population group as
many of them have compromised renal
function due to pre-existent hypertension
and diabetes.

Very large quantities of paracetamol are
also not risk-free as cases of hepato-toxicity
are being reported.

Aim: The purpose of this study is to
evaluate the efficacy and safety of
Buprenorphine 5 mg transdermal patch in
the management of immediate post-
operative pain following TKR.

A total of 200 TKR
Patients

Group A

(85 Females, 15 Males)

buprenorphine patch + 
conventional 

analgesics 

Group B

(85 Females, 15 Males)

conventional 
intravenous (IV) 

analgesics. 

The implant used was Freedom Total
Knee system, posterior stabilized
design of Maxx orthopedics.



To understand the fear/apprehension factors that play on patient’s mind before undergoing TKR
Sanjay B Londhe1, Ravi Shah2,  Kavita Subhedar3
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Total Knee replacement (TKR) is one of the most

successful surgeries in modern day orthopaedics. Still

sizable number of patients does not want to undergo the

surgery due to certain fear factors.

There were Sixty five percent of patients who fear the pain

which they have to undergo after the operation and during

physiotherapy. Twenty one percent of patients listed whether

they will be able to walk and do activities of daily living (ADL)

after the TKR operation as the most important fear. Ten

percent of patients were fearful whether they will get

adequate home help once they get discharged from the

hospital. Four percent of patients were concerned whether

they will be able to withstand a major operation. The implant

used was Freedom Total Knee system, posterior stabilized

design of Maxx orthopedics.

Introduction 

To understand the fear/apprehension factors that play on

patient’s mind before undergoing TKR.

1. Heck DA, Robinson RL, Partridge CM, Lubitz RM, Freund DA. Patient

outcomes after knee replacement. Clinical Orthopaedics and Related

Research®. 1998 Nov 1;356:93-110.

2. Katz JN, Wright EA, Guadagnoli E, Liang MH, Karlson EW, Cleary PD.

Differences between men and women undergoing major orthopedic surgery

for degenerative arthritis. Arthritis & Rheumatism: Official Journal of the

American College of Rheumatology. 1994 May;37(5):687-94.

3. Hawker GA, Wright JG, Coyte PC, Williams JI, Harvey B, Glazier R, Badley

EM. Differences between men and women in the rate of use of hip and knee

arthroplasty. New England Journal of Medicine. 2000 Apr 6;342(14):1016-22.

4. Mazzuca SA, Brandt KD, Katz BP, Dittus RS, Freund DA, Lubitz R, Hawker G,

Eckert G. Comparison of general internists, family physicians, and

rheumatologists managing patients with symptoms of osteoarthritis of the

knee. Arthritis & Rheumatism: Official Journal of the American College of

Rheumatology. 1997 Oct;10(5):289-99.

5. Mancuso CA, Sculco TP, Wickiewicz TL, Jones EC, Robbins L, Warren RF,

Williams-Russo P. Patients' expectations of knee surgery. JBJS. 2001 Jul

1;83(7):1005-12.

This study enlisted certain important apprehension/fear

factors which patients have about their TKR procedure.

Majority of them are concerned about the post-operative

pain.

A total of 100 consecutive patients who were likely to undergo

the TKR next day were asked to list the most important fear in

their mind regarding the operation in decreasing order of

importance. They were given a from which capture several

points like age, sex, gender, educational qualification,

occupation and help at home.

Aim 

Material and Method 

Results 

References 

Conclusion

Hence, patients should be counselled pre-operatively

about the multimodal methods of pain management,

preferably by a team of operating surgeon,

anaesthetist, pain consultant and rehabilitation nurse.







1University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom (cdsr2@cam.ac.uk) 2Department of Radiology, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, 
United Kingdom. 3Division of Trauma and Orthopaedic Surgery, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom 

[57] Compositional imaging of the cruciate ligaments: Comparison 
between mild-to-moderate osteoarthritis and healthy controls

CDS Ranmuthu1, JW Mackay2, DA Kessler2, J Kaggie2,  SM McDonnell3

Aim

• Quantify degenerative changes within 
cruciate ligaments using quantitative 
magnetic resonance imaging (qMRI) with 
T1rho and T2 mapping

Methods

Figure 1 - Manual segmentation of  ACL (red) and PCL (green) on 
one sagittal MR slice (left), 3D rendering of patient’s ACL and PCL 
generated from the manual segmentation (right). 

• 15 mild-to-moderate knee 
osteoarthritis (OA) patients and 5 
age-matched controls

• Manual segmentation of the ACL and 
PCL (Figure 1) 

Results

• T1rho and T2 values significantly higher in the distal 
ACL in OA knees

Take-home messages

• Significant differences between control and 
OA patients in MRI biomarkers of the cruciate 
ligaments

• Degenerative change may not be homogenous 
across the length of the cruciate ligaments 

• qMRI may provide a reliable, non-invasive 
method studying morphology and 
compositional change in ligaments

• These techniques may be applied to the 
ACL/PCL in other situations such as injury 
healing and  repair 

• The variation of T2 values within the PCL was also 
lower in OA knees compared to controls

• High intra-rater reliability of the manual 
segmentation procedure.

Figure 2 - Box plot of T1rho variables by ACL sub-region

Distal          Middle      Proximal Distal          Middle         Proximal 

Figure 3 - T1rho maps of participant with mild OA (left) and control 
participant (right) demonstrating higher values in the mild OA 

participant

• Assessed variation in T1rho/T2 values across ligament within 
group and assessed differences in this variation between 
groups.



EARLY EXPERIENCE OF ROBOTIC ASSISTED UNICOMPARTMENTAL KNEE REPLACEMENT: 
OUTCOMES AND IMPLANT POSITIONING (Poster ID 59)

A Cattell, V Selvaratnam, K Eyres, V Mandalia, J Phillips, AD Toms
Nuffield Health Exeter Hospital, UK

andrew.cattell@nhs.net

Introduction: 
Studies have demonstrated higher revision rates for unicompartmental
knee replacement (UKR) compared to total knee arthroplasty (TKA). 
Contributing factors to this may include: 
• Postoperative limb malalignment
• Implant mal-positioning and sizing
Robotic systems may reduce the likelihood of these issues.

Aims and Objectives:  
1. Present early outcomes using the MAKO robotic 
interactive orthopaedic arm and Restoris MCK 
fixed bearing UKR.
2. Determine accuracy of pre-operative planning 
relative to final implant positioning

Methods: 
We collected data from 102 patients who underwent a UKR 
between August 2017 and October 2018 including:
• Patient demographics 
• Pre-operative planned implant position and 

intraoperative actual implant positioning and sizing
• Radiographic analysis.

Results: 
• Mean age 67 years (Range 47-86) M:F 60:42
• Mean Follow-up 9.7 months (range 0.5-22)
• 84 Medial UKR’s, 13 Bicompartmental UKR’s
• 3 Lateral UKR’s, 2 combined lateral and 

patello-femoral replacements
• No early failures, revisions nor radiological 

loosening
• High correlation between planned and 

actual implant position

Conclusions: 
• Our early results of robotic UKR 

are promising 
• The pre-operative MAKO planning 

correlates closely with intra-
operative planning. 

• A longer period of follow-up is 
needed to assess long-term 
patient outcomes and implant 
survivorship. 

Correlation between planned and post-op implant position 
(R value where 1 equals absolute correlation)

Femur Tibia

Internal/ External 
Rotation 0.8309997 0.998664

Varus/ Valgus 
alignment 0.7806746 0.996649

Extension/ Flexion 
(femur)
Slope (Tibia) 0.9380756 0.92897

Proud 0.7375622 0.542253

Size 0.9914202 0.992628
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PRE-CLINICAL TEST METHODS FOR ASSESSING FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE OF 

OSTEOCHONDRAL GRAFTS

• Whole joint experimental preclinical test models have been developed that are able to evaluate the

functional performance of osteochondral grafts in the tibiofemoral (TFJ) and patellofemoral (PFJ)

joints

• These initial preclinical test models use the porcine knee in a natural single station knee simulator

• Experimental groups included negative control (no grafts/defects), positive control (stainless steel

graft), osteochondral allografts, and defects. All grafts/defects 6 mm diameter and inserted

centrally in medial condyle contact area (TFJ) and in medial side of patella (PFJ)

• Influence of surgical positioning investigated through implanting grafts 1mm proud of the

articulating surface.

• Wear / deformation / damage of opposing surface determined

• Osteochondral grafts implanted flush demonstrated the potential to restore the joint surface and a

low wear articulation

• Proud grafts resulted in increased levels of cartilage wear, deformation & damage

L. M. Jennings, P. Bowland, R. M. Cowie, E. Ingham, J. Fisher 
Institute of Medical and Biological Engineering, University of Leeds

l.m.Jennings@leeds.ac.uk
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“Worse than death” and waiting for a knee replacement

CEH Scott, DJ MacDonald, CR Howie          Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh & University of Edinburgh 

Background & Rationale
Introduction:

The EQ-5D is a widely used five-dimension multi-attribute general health questionnaire where an EQ-

5D<0 defines a state “worse than death” (WTD). It thus quantifies the disease burden in patients living 

with degenerative joint disease (DJD) requiring total knee arthroplasty (TKA), facilitating comparison 

with other chronic health conditions. This is particularly relevant in an era of health rationing. 

Research Questions:

1. What proportion of patients awaiting TKA are in a health state “worse than death”?

2. What predicts WTD status in patients awaiting TKA?

Conclusions
• 10% of patients awaiting TKA are in a health state “worse than death”. 

• This is predicted by knee specific function (OKS) and is reliably reversed with an 

arthroplasty. 

• When left to deteriorate to a state WTD, outcomes are worse following arthroplasty. 

• It is not benign to delay or deny patients arthroplasty surgery: patients with end-stage 

DJD live with pain and disability which is more severe than many other chronic health 

conditions when measured using the EQ-5D (1-3).

References

1) Pickard AS et al. Use of a preference-based measure of health (EQ-5D) in COPD and asthma. Respiratory medicine. 2008;102(4):519-36.

2) Gallagher AM et al. Assessing health-related quality of life in heart failure patients attending an outpatient clinic: a pragmatic approach. ESC heart failure. 2018. 

3) Nauck MA et al. Health-related quality of life in people with type 2 diabetes participating in the LEADER trial. Diabetes, obesity & metabolism. 2018. 

The University of Edinburgh is a charitable body, registered in Scotland, with registration number 

SC005336

Results
• 168 (10%) patients were WTD prior to TKA reducing to 56 (3%) following TKA (p<0.001) (Fig 1), 

• Independent predictors of WTD status: 

• OKS, peripheral arterial disease and inflammatory arthropathy (p<0.05). 

• An OKS<15 predicted WTD status with 83% sensitivity (area under curve 0.87 (0.84 to 0.90, 95% CI, 

p<0.001). 

• Those WTD preoperatively had worse postoperative OKS (Fig 2) and worse satisfaction rates 

(73% Vs 84%) at one year (p<0.01).

Methods
•A prospective cohort study 2014-17 

•1700 patients undergoing 1700 TKAs:

Mean age 69.7±9.3 (22-91)

BMI 30.6±5.6 (13-57); 

947 (56%) female). 

•EQ-5D and OKS preop and at 1 year following 

surgery.

•Variables investigated: age, BMI, gender, 

deprivation quintile, time waiting from referral to  

surgery, comorbidities, and Oxford Knee Score 

(OKS).
Fig 1. EQ-5D state prior to KA in patients 

with end-stage DJD

Univariate analysis performed with multivariate logistic regression on variables significant at 10% level

050020
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Fig 2. Worse 

pre-op OKS 

and worse OKS 

at 1 year in 

patients WTD 

(p<0.001)

Fig 3. Increasing proportion WTD and 

increasing waiting list over the study period
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(66) Cementless Oxford Medial Uni-compartmental Knee Replacement: 
Five year follow up of an independent series 

Hefny M, Smith N, Waite J
Mamdouh.hefny@swft.nhs.uk

South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust, Lakin Road, CV34 5BW

To present the 5 year outcomes of the cementless
fully mobile meniscal bearing medial Oxford uni-

condylar knee replacement

• Single surgeon series
• 157 knees implanted in 119 patients

• Follow up
• Minimum 5 year

• Oxford knee scores
• Completed at 5 years post operatively

• Survival
• Evaluated using Kaplan Meier analysis at 5 years

• End point being revision for any reason

• Plain radiographs
• Assessed at 1 year post operatively

Results

Outcomes

Average Age 63.9 years

Mean BMI 31

Deaths 3 (1-5 years)

Revisions 4 within 5 years

Complete radiolucent lines Nil at 1 year

Median Oxford Scores 43 at 5 years

Kaplan Meier Survival 97.4% at 5 years

Reasons for Revision

Dislocation TKR at 6 months

Subsidence & Progression of OA TKR at 2 years

Persistent pain TKR at 4 years

Progression of OA 

Haemarthrosis

TKR  at 11 

months

Oxford scores

Kaplan Meier Survival Curve

Excellent 5 year PROMs can be achieved using the cementless medial OUKR

Low revision rate at 5 years

Aim

Method

Conclusion



Delaying flexion had no effect on flexion at 6 weeks: 
• it encouraged early mobilisation
• allowed timely discharge
• mean LOS reduced from 2.6 - 1.2 days

Cathy.Jenkins@ouh.nhs.uk

No knee flexion before discharge
Changes to physiotherapy practice in a knee replacement pathway (68)

C Jenkins, W Jackson, N Bottomley, A Price, D Murray, K Barker 

669 UKRs  followed the new pathway (Sept 16 – Feb 18)

@PRUOxford

N %

Discharged 
Day 0

264 39

Discharged
Day 1

253 38

Total 517 77

Mean Flexion 
At 6 Weeks

Old cohort New cohort Sig

108° 109° p 0.5

Method Results

To assess the introduction of an 
innovative rehabilitation protocol 

delaying knee flexion post 
unicompartmental knee replacement

At Home
Day 5

Hospital 
Review

Week 6
Hospital 
Review

Conclusion

Aim

Delayed Discharge

Delayed Mobility

Pain & Swelling

Early Flexion

Traditional Practice
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THE WEAR PERFORMANCE OF AN ALL-POLYMER TOTAL KNEE REPLACEMENT

• Experimental wear simulation was used to assess the wear of the tibiofemoral (TFJ) and patellofemoral joints (PFJ) of a
novel all-polymer, PEEK-OPTIMA™-on-UHMWPE total knee replacement (collaboration partners Maxx Orthopedics
Inc., Plymouth Meeting, PA, USA and Invibio Knee Ltd, Thornton-Cleveleys, UK) under standard gait conditions. The
wear of the all-polymer knee was compared to a conventional metal-on-polyethylene implant of similar geometry (MAXX
Orthopaedics Inc.).

• The wear of both knee replacement material configurations was low (< 5mm3/million cycles for the TFJ and <
0.5mm3/million cycles for the PFJ).

• There was no significant difference in the wear of UHMWPE articulating against the different implant materials after 5
million cycles of wear simulation. Scratching was apparent on the surface of the PEEK femoral components but this did
not influence wear rate, which remained linear over the duration of the 5 million cycle study.
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Wear of UHMWPE patellae in the 

PFJ

Wear of UHMWPE tibial

components in the TFJ

R. M. Cowie1, A. Briscoe2, J. Fisher1, L. M. Jennings1

1 Institute of Medical and Biological Engineering, University of Leeds 2 Invibio Biomaterials Solutions, UK
r.cowie@leeds.ac.uk; l.m.Jennings@leeds.ac.uk
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Background:  The international 'IDEAL collaboration' have designed a framework for safe introduction of surgical innovations.

Aim: We present the preclinical phase IDEAL process for development of a novel innovation for high tibial osteotomy: TOKA ®. 

Conclusions: This pathway describes optimal development and introduction of a novel implantable device, and can be adapted 
for subsequent innovations in knee surgery.

(73) Use of the ‘IDEAL’ framework to guide safe introduction of 
Novel Innovations in Knee Surgery:

TOKA® - A PATIENT SPECIFIC 3D PRINTED SYSTEM FOR HIGH TIBIAL OSTEOTOMY
Johnny Mathews1, Alisdair Macleod2, Andrew Toms3, Alberto Casonato4, Richie Gill2

Universities of Bristol1, Bath2 and Exeter3; 3D Metal Printing4 email: johnny.mathews@bristol.ac.uk

1. Engineers: 

Lab testing

2. In silico 

Virtual trial

3. Surgeons: 
Training via 
Simulation

4. In vitro 
Cadaveric 

study

5. Design 
modifications

6.Further 
cadaveric 

testing
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Outcome of limb salvage surgery in sarcomas around knee with megaendoprosthetic reconstruction (79)

Authors: Dr.Abhishek Vadiraj Shetty, Dr. Jalaluddin Akbar, Prof Dr.Imthiaz Ahamed

Department of Orthopaedics , Yenepoya Medical College , Mangalore ,India 

Email id.: abhishekshetty13@gmail.com

Introduction

➢Primary goal→ to restore and maintain stability and ambulation

➢Currently 90-95% of sarcomas around the knee can be treated safely with wide resection and 

limb salvage surgery

➢Advancement of material science and design in endoprosthesis enables immediate 

rehabilitation, provides durable and functional limb

Objectives

➢To determine the functional outcome and complications of megaendoprosthesis

Methods and materials
➢Retrospective study, 2008 to 2013                     Age- 16 to 30years

➢Follow up period→ 48 months

➢Functional outcome was scored by Musculoskeletal tumour society 

scoring(MSTS)

➢Neo-adjuvant chemotherapy and post-op chemotherapy was given in 

selected cases

Results

Discussion
➢Individual approach to every patient is essential in order to choose the most suitable surgical 

treatment

➢All our patients were below 30 years and 2/3rd were below 25 years of age, hence limb 

salvage is preferred over amputation

➢Retrospective character of the study which prevented from ascertaining standard protocols 

for all the patients

➢Short follow up period of the cases

➢Wide variety of cases included in the study

Conclusion

➢Megaendoprosthetic reconstruction provides good functional outcome in patients with bone 

tumours around the knee

➢Endoprosthesis should be considered as treatment of choice for bone tumours around the knee

Site n=20 cases

Femur 15

Tibia 5

Malignancy n=20 cases

Osteosarcoma 12

Metastatic
lesions

2

Giant cell 
tumour

6

➢The average MSTS functional score was 75% (Range- 60% to 100%)

➢4-year survival rate was 100% in our study

➢Range of movements at 4 years was 0 to 900 

Limitation

Complications Cases

Foot drop 2

Knee dislocation 1

Flap necrosis 1

Aseptic loosening 1

Aseptic loosening of the 

megaprosthesis



Measurement of posterior condyle offset ratio in anterior versus posterior referencing in total knee arthroplasty (82)
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Introduction

➢The main objective of Total Knee Arthroplasty(TKA) is pain relief, restoring functional 

capacity and increase in quality of life

➢Preservation of the joint anatomy is of special importance in successful and lasting TKA

➢Posterior Condylar Offset Ratio(PCOR): The maximal thickness of the posterior condyle

projecting posteriorly to the tangent of the posterior cortex of the femoral shaft,divided by the 

maximal thickness of the posterior condyle projecting posterior  to the straight line drawn as the 

extension of the anterior femoral cortex on a true lateral radiograph

Objectives

➢To determine whether condylar anatomy is better maintained using either anterior or posterior 

referencing prosthesis employing PCOR for pre and post-op radiographs

Methods and materials

➢Retrospective study

➢180 patients were included, anterior referencing was used for 84 patients(Max knee) and  

posterior referencing for remaining 96 patients(Indus knee)

➢Surgery was performed using antero-medial trans-quadricepital approach

➢Both prosthesis were fixed bearing and posteror cruciate ligament sacrificing models

a: distance between the posteriorarticular
surface of the femoral condyles and the 
tangent to the posterior cortex of the femoral 
diaphysis (PCO) b: distance between the 
posterior articular surface of the femoral 
condyles and the tangent to the anterior cortex 
of the femoral diaphysis. 
Posterior condylar offset ratio (PCOR) = a/b

Results
Group 1 (n=84) Group 2 (n=96) p- value

Gender(M/F) 30/54 34/62 0.48

Age 50-78 (64.3) 48-78 (64.7) 0.36

Knee (Left/Right) 36/48 40/56 0.92

Preoperative PCOR 0.43(0.04) 0.43(0.04) 0.98

Postoperative PCOR 0.47(0.04) 0.47(0.04) 0.60

Discussion

➢PCOR has been important tool for the functional study of the knee,in the field of articular

kinematics, range of motion and joint stability, despite some literatures either supporting [1] [2] 

or refuting [3] their usefulness

➢The preoperative PCOR similar in both study groups. It was also comparable to that of Johal

et al[4] which reinforces the external validity of the study 

➢Increase in PCOR was observed following surgery in both the groups and no difference was 

noted when noted when compared between both the groups

Limitation:  Retrospective character of the study which prevented from ascertaining x-rays 

quality and forced the exclusion of number of cases 

Conclusion
There is no difference in PCOR with anterior and posterior referencing TKA prosthesis

References: [1] Goldstein WM, Raab DJ, Gleason TF, Branson JJ, Berland K. Why poste-rior cruciate-retaining and substituting total knee replacements have 
similarranges of motion: the importance of posterior condylar offset and cleanout ofposterior condylar space. J Bone Joint Surg Am 2006;88(Suppl 4):182–8.
[2] Malviya A, Lingard EA, Weir DJ, Deehan DJ. Predicting range of movement afterknee replacement: the importance of posterior condylar offset and tibial slope.Knee
Surg Sports Traumatol Arthrosc 2009;17:491–8.[3] Kim JH. Effect of posterior femoral condylar offset and posterior tibial slopeon maximal flexion angle of the knee in 
posterior cruciate ligament sacrificingtotal knee arthroplasty. Knee Surg Relat Res 2013;25:54–9.
[4] Johal P, Hassaballa MA, Eldridge JD, Porteous AJ. The posterior condylar offsetratio. Knee 2012;19:843–5.
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CONCLUSION
• Web-based electronic education 

platform allows surgical teams to 
deliver clear and consistent
information to patients

• Patients will engage with an online 
system

IMPROVING PATIENT CARE PATHWAY IN KNEE ARTHROPLASTY:
DELIVERY OF INFORMATION VIA A WEB-BASED RESOURCE SYSTEM (84)

Bonita Tsang, Andrew Clarke, Philip Dobson, Philip Thomas, Simon Jameson, Paul Baker
South Tees Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Middlesbrough Correspondence: bonita.tsang1@nhs.net

INTRODUCTION
• There is variation in the information delivered to 

patients undergoing TKR

• Patients are now better informed and wish to have 
greater control over their health

• Online resources can standardise content and 
delivery and gives the patient 
freedom to access the right level of information 
for them

METHODS
• Prospective study - recruited when listed for TKR
• Invited to access web-based electronic education 

platform (GoWellHealth: www.gowellhealth.com)
• Individualised patient account
• Information delivery in variety of formats
• Surgical team can individualise content and monitor 

patient use

RESULTS

ACTIVATORS Male Female

Avg Age (yrs) 66 68

Age Range (yrs) 43 to 91 42 to 87

Time and content

Total time spent 10 days 23 hours

Ave time spent 4 hrs 28 mins

Total Content viewed 1798
Avg content viewed 30 (Range 1 to 86)

Information rating

Unhelpful 36 (2%)
Okay 422 (24%)

Very Helpful 1301 (74%)

Primary Mode of access

Computer 24 (41%)
Tablet(iPad) 14 (24%)

Phone(Android) 11 (19%)

Tablet(Android) 5 (8%)

Phone(iPhone) 5 (8%)

AIM
• Do patients undergoing TKR engage with a web-

based resource for the delivery of information 
prior to and after surgery?

The first 60 TKR patients to complete the program



An Evaluation of the Role of Histology Samples in the Diagnosis of Peri-prosthetic Knee Arthroplasty 
Infection

Daniel Guta1, Alasdair JA Santini1, James R Fountain2, Simon J Scott2, K Harry Rourke1, John S Davidson1 & Jonathan Folb1

1 The Royal Liverpool & Broadgreen University Hospital NHS Trust, 2 Aintree University Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

Part of The Cheshire & Mersey Peri-Prosthetic Joint Infection Group
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Conclusion
In almost 30 % of the cases, the histology was
of use in diagnosis of complex cases and useful
tool in decision making process for further
management.

Overall, histology has been shown to be a
cheap test which is of benefit in diagnosis of
peri-prosthetic joint infection

In cases of where there is no doubt of the
diagnosis, histology sampling is not beneficial.

Introduction
The International Consensus Meeting on MSK 

infection 
(ICM Philadelphia 2018)

Histology to be  routinely used as a diagnostic tool  
in peri-prosthetic joint infection

Aim
If microbiology is not entirely diagnostic?

Is histology is reliable and cost-effective 
adjunct as a diagnostic test?

On average the cost to process five microbiology 
samples for each patient was £122.45 and histology 

samples was £130

Methods

Analysis  of 85 patients who had of surgical 
interventions for peri-prosthetic knee joint 

infection in two revision arthroplasty centres.

Each patient had 5 intraoperative samples 
taken. Sample divided in half for further 

analysis 

Microbiology Histology

63.5%

8.2%
15.3%

5.9% 7.1%

Histology same as 
micro - No infection

Histology same as 
micro - Infection

Histology supports 
contaminent on 

micro

Histology different to 
micro - 1 sample

Histology different to 
micro - >1 sample
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Percentage of concordance of sample results

Histology of positive diagnostic use 

63.5%

11.8% 12.9%

1.2% 3.5% 3.5% 1.2% 2.4%

1 stage 
revision

1st stage of 2 
revision

2nd stage of 2 
revision

Additional 
revision stage

DAIR 2-in-1 revision Arthroscoopic 
biopsy

Washout and 
polyexchange
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20%

40%
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80%
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Method
• 45 patients (46 knees) with patellofemoral-instability

(PFI) requiring surgical intervention.

• All patients evaluated clinically and preoperative and

postoperative PROMs

• PROMs: Norwich Patella Instability (NPI), Kujala,

PainDetect and Catastrophizing scores

Stabilisation Techniques for Patellofemoral Instability Do Not Improve
Pain Catastrophizing or PainDetect Scores: A Cohort Study          (ID: 89)

A Choudhury1,2,  J Fletcher1, C B Hing2

1.  St George’s University,  2. St George’s University Hospital, Trauma & Orthopaedics   (aliya.choudhury@nhs.net)

Introduction

• Trochlear dysplasia and dysfunction of the MPFL

are common causes of patella dislocations.1.

• PROM scores help measure subjective outcomes.

• PainDetect and Catastrophizing scores help

identify individuals susceptible to high distress

responses.

Results

Discussion

• PFI affects females > males2, males: females ratio of 10:35.
• Statistically significant improvement between NPI scores (p=0.04).

• Statistically significant improvement in Kujala scores (p=0.04).
• No statistical significant changes for the PainDetect or Catastrophizing scores.

Conclusion

• Trochleoplasty and MPFL reconstruction significantly improved PROMs

• Made no difference to neuropathic pain or Catastrophising at early follow-up at

one year following stabilising PFI-surgery.

• Further research with larger sample sizes may show further statistical significance.

References 1. Shara R, Jha P et al Patella instability 2005-2018 Available: https://radiopaedia.org/articles/patellar instability 

2. ArUn's MRI Protocols, Knee MRI Protocol and References, online: http://mriprotocol.blogspot.com/2011/11/knee-mri-protocol-
reference-images.html 

1D

Objectives: To investigate whether stabilising surgical techniques improved patient reported outcome (PROM) scores, Catastrophizing and neuropathic pain one year after trochleoplasty or 

medial patellofemoral ligament (MPFL) surgery.

Total 

Mean 

Age

Age 

Range MPFL Trochleoplasty

Male 10 25.7 15-34 4 6

Female 35 28.3 14-27 21 14

Table 1. Summarising the demographics of participants. 
Fig 1. Number of patients 

Trochleoplasty Vs MPFL
NPI Kujala PainDetect Catastrophizing

Mean 85.87 47.31 5.56 13.44

SD 57.53 29.34 57.67 22.04

T-test 0.04 0.04 0.48 0.30

Significant Yes Yes No No

Table 2. Summarising overall scores 

Image 2. Trochlear 

dysplasia and 

dysfunction of the 
MPFL. 

Image 1. Dejour Classification of 

Trochlear dysplasia

Image 3. A- Trochlear dysplasia & lax MPFL. 

B- Trochleoplasty. C Trochleoplasty + MPFL 

surgery

3. Dejour H, Walch G, Nove-Josserand L, Guier C. Factors of patellar instability: an anatomic radiographic study. 

Knee Surg Sports Traumatol Arthrosc 1994;2:19-26.



CLINICALLY RELEVANT INCREASE IN GRAFT  DIAMETER MOVING 

FROM DOUBLE TO SINGLE HAMSTRING HARVEST

R. Clement and A.P.Davies

Swansea Centre for Orthopaedic Research and Education
Morriston Hospital, Swansea, SA6 6NL

Andrew.P.Davies@wales.nhs.uk

Graft strength in hamstring ACL reconstruction is proportional to cross sectional area which is itself proportional to the square of the graft diameter.

Small increases in graft diameter can therefore make large proportional changes to graft strength. Previous authors have documented lower re-rupture

rates for grafts bigger than 8mm

The author’s traditional graft preparation technique was to harvest both Semi-Tendinosus and Gracilis tendons and fold each in two to create a 

four strand graft. The advent of the all-inside ACL reconstruction technique allowed for a four stand graft to be fashioned from a single Semi-

Tendinosus hamstring tendon using double suspensory fixation. The author has used the National Ligament Registry to record ACL 

reconstructions since its inception in 2014. The author’s recorded data were studied retrospectively to investigate graft diameter using the 

double tendon and single tendon techniques

Fifteen cases were recorded using the double hamstring technique. Mean graft size was 8.13mm with a median of 8mm. Only 2 grafts (13%) 

were larger than 8mm.

Fifty five cases were recorded using the single hamstring all-inside technique. Mean graft size was 8.39mm with a median of 8.5mm. Thirty 

three grafts (60%) were larger than 8mm in diameter. 

New Technique. Single 

Hamstring. Shorter. 

Thicker. 

60% >8mm Diameter 

The all-inside technique results in a thicker graft fashioned from the harvest of a single hamstring tendon. An 8.5mm graft has 13% greater 

and a 9mm graft 26% greater cross-sectional area than an 8mm graft.. The ability to create thicker grafts from a single tendon 

harvest could potentially lower re-ruture rates in ACL reconstruction. 

Old Technique

Two Hamstrings.

Longer. Thinner.

13% >8mm Diameter

Abstract 

ID 91





Experience of opening wedge high tibial osteotomy 

over the last decade at a district general hospital 

(96)
MK Monda, K Logan, A Ali

mmonda87@yahoo.co.uk

Introduction

Opening wedge high tibial osteotomies are carried out in varus aligned knees with 
radiological and clinical evidence of osteoarthritis. 

This is normally undertaken in a young, active, labouring populations. 

The aim is to restore alignment, offload the joint and improve symptoms and function. 

We set out to review outcomes of Hight tibial osteotomies at our institution over the last 10 
years.

Methods

We carried out a retrospective review of patients who had undergone opening wedge 
high tibial osteotomy over the last 10 years. 

We assessed pre-operative alignment of knees on long leg films and degree of post-
operative correction radiologically. 

We also assessed for complications associated with surgery, further surgery and 
conversion to replacement arthroplasty and over what time period.

 Results

-40 knees: 23 right; 17 left

-mean 49.9 yrs range 30-68 years.

-32 male (4 bilateral); 4 female

-Average 4 degrees of correction coronal plane

-4 major complications: 1 infection (2.5%); 1 compartment syndrome (2.5%); 2 malplaced
metalwork (5%)

-Other complications: 24 metal work irritation (60%); 5 stiff knees (12.5%)

-No conversion to TKR.

-27 knees removal of metal work (67.5%)

 Conclusion

This was a small cohort of pts with no comparative group. However the results were 
encouraging as a treatment option in a young population prior to knee arthroplasty.

High Tibial osteotomy is a reliable procedure for young active and middle aged 
populations.

It can achieve adequate correction of malalignment and delay the need for knee 
replacement surgery.

Our findings are in keeping with the published literature

 References

1. Complications and Short come outcomes of medial opening wedge high tibial osteotomy using a 
locking plate for medial osteoarthritis of knee. Seo SS, Kim OG et al . Knee Surg Rel Res: 2016 Dec 
1;28(4):289-296.



Aims

Background

Results

Methods

References

Figure 1. Study selection flowchart

Figure 3. Significant biomarker panels (most significant highlighted)

Figure 2. Significant individual molecular biomarkers (most significant highlighted)

• Current methods of diagnosis for OA are based purely on clinical

history and physical examination. By the stage that a patient is

showing signs and symptoms a large degree of cartilage

degeneration has occurred.

• A clear definition of eOA will facilitate more appropriate research

into this area and allow the coalition of laboratories boasting

different strengths.

• Biomarkers for early osteoarthritis can allow for early intervention

and management to slow the progression of OA. They can also

act as objective methods to test efficacy of disease-modifying

osteoarthritis drugs.

The aims of the review were to provide a comprehensive list of

molecular biomarkers and biomarker panels to aid in the diagnosis

of early knee osteoarthritis (eOA) that have been reported since

August 2013.

Discussion

Molecular biomarkers for use in diagnosing early knee osteoarthritis (97) 

1 Medical student, Faculty of Biology, Medicine and health, University of Manchester
2 Faculty of Biology, Medicine and health, University of Manchester

James G Convill1, Leela C Biant2, Gwenllian F Tawy2, Tony J Freemont2

Conclusion

Panel parameter Prediction of 

JSN 

>0.2mm/24M 7

Distinguishing between 

HC, eOA, eRA and non-

RA inflammation 8

Incidence of 

OA over 2.5 

years 9

Distinguishing between HC, 

eOA, eRA and non-RA 

inflammation 10

Biomarker/s S COX-2 S CP, Hyp, anti-CCP 

antibody (S)

S CTXII, 

COMP, 

CRPM, C1M

S Anti-CCP antibody, MetSO, 

DT, 3-NT, FL, CML, CEL, CMA, 

MG-H1, 3DG-H, pentosidine (S)

Age ✓ ✓ ✓ X

Sex ✓ ✓ ✓ X

BMI ✓ X ✓ X

K-L score X X ✓ X

Joint pain X X ✓ X

Area under ROC 

curve

0.670 0.860 0.872 0.980

Key: 3DG-H- 3-deoxyglucosone-derived hydroimidazolone isomers, 3-NT- 3-nitrotyrosine, BMI- body mass index, C1M- MMP-

mediated degradation of type I collagen, CCP- cyclic citrullinated peptide CEL- carboxyethyl-lysine, CMA- carboxymethylarginine,

COMP- cartilage oligomeric matrix protein, COX-2- cyclooxygenase-2, CP- citrullinated protein, CRPM- matrix metalloproteinase-

dependent degradation of C-reactive protein, CTXII- C-terminal crosslinked telopeptide type II collagen, DT- dityrosine, eOA- early 

osteoarthritis, eRA- early rheumatoid arthritis, HC- healthy control, Hyp- hydroxyproline, JSN- joint space narrowing, K-L- Kellgren-

Lawrence, M- months, MetSO- methionine sulfoxide, MG-H1- methylglyoxal-derived hydroimidazolone, S- serum, RA- rheumatoid 

arthritis, ROC- receiver operating characteristic

Biomarker Type of marker Statistical association

S ADAMTS-4 Matrix degrading enzyme eOA > iOA & aOA (P<0.01) 1

S MMP-1 Matrix degrading enzyme iOA & aOA > eOA & HC (P<0.05) 1

S C-Col10 Matrix molecule K-L grade 0 < K-L grade 2 (P=0.04) 2

U CTXII Matrix molecule K-L grade 3/4 > K-L grade 1/2 (p<0.01) 3

S CCL3 Regulatory molecule aOA & iOA > eOA & HC (P<0.05)

eOA > HC (P<0.05) 4

S IL-8 Regulatory molecule eOA > HC (P<0.001) 5

SF Indian hedgehog 

homolog

Regulatory molecule eOA > HC (P<0.001) 6

S β-catenin Regulatory molecule S: eOA < iOA & aOA (P<0.05) 5

Key: ADAMTS- A Disintegrin and Metalloproteinase with Thrombospondin motifs, aOA- advanced osteoarthritis, AUC- Area under 

curve, CCL- chemokine (C-C motif) ligand, C-Col10- C-terminus of collagen X, CTXII- C-terminal crosslinked telopeptide type II 

collagen, eOA- early osteoarthritis, HC- healthy control, IL- iOA- intermediate osteoarthritis, JSN- joint space narrowing, K-L- Kellgren-

Lawrence, MMP- matrix metalloproteinase, NPV- negative predictive value, PPV- positive predictive value, S- serum, SF- synovial 

fluid

MEDLINE and Embase databases were searched from August

2013 to May 2018 using the keywords “knee osteoarthritis”, “hip

osteoarthritis”, “osteoarthritis” and “biomarker”.

Correspondence-

james.convill@student.manchester.ac.uk

• The groups used to stratify the biomarkers were chosen

because they represent different therapeutic pathways for

research.

• In support of the finding that CCL3 concentration increases

with disease severity it has been reported that it promotes

characteristics seen in OA such as macrophage migration,

local tissue degeneration, and inhibition of osteoclast function.

• Indian hedgehog homolog was elevated in eOA patients

(Outerbridge 1/2) and not in the control group (Outerbridge 0)

or late stage OA patients (Outerbridge 3/4). Perhaps other

biomarkers may follow the same pattern as IHH and are only

dysregulated during early stages of OA.

• CCL3, IHH protein and IL-8 all performed well as single

biomarkers so perhaps their combination along with patient

demographics would create a highly sensitive and specific

algorithm

• Ideally, OA would be detected before it became symptomatic

so that necessary measures could be taken. However, without

symptomatic osteoarthritis it is very unlikely that one would

contact a clinician. Bearing in mind the relative frequency and

morbidity of OA, an argument could be made for a screening

programme of “at risk” groups.

• Spectra-mass spectrometry would be well employed in hunting

for significant biomarker panels.

1. Li W, Du C, Wang H, and Zhang C. Increased serum ADAMTS-4 in knee osteoarthritis: A potential indicator for the diagnosis

of osteoarthritis in early stages. Genet Mol Res. 2014;13(4):9642–9

2. Kraus VB, Collins JE, Hargrove D, Losina E, Nevitt M, Katz JN, et al. Predictive validity of biochemical biomarkers in knee

osteoarthritis: Data from the FNIH OA Biomarkers Consortium. Ann Rheum Dis. 2017;76(1):186–95

3. Tanishi N, Yamagiwa H, Hayami T, Mera H, Koga Y, Omori G, et al. Usefulness of urinary CTX-II and NTX-I in evaluating

radiological knee osteoarthritis:the Matsudai knee osteoarthritis survey. J Orthop Sci. 2014;19(3):429–36.

4. Zhao XY, Yang ZB, Zhang ZJ, Zhang ZQ, Kang Y, Huang GX, et al. CCL3 serves as a potential plasma biomarker in knee

degeneration (osteoarthritis). Osteoarthr Cartil. 2015;23(8):1405–11

5. Mabey T, Honsawek S, Saetan N, Poovorawan Y, Tanavalee A, and Yuktanandana P. Angiogenic cytokine expression profiles in plasma and

synovial fluid of primary knee osteoarthritis. Int Orthop. 2014;38(9):1885–92

6. Zhang C, Wei X, Chen C, Cao K, Li Y, Jiao Q, et al. Indian hedgehog in synovial fluid is a novel marker for early cartilage lesions in human knee

joint. Int J Mol Sci. 2014;15(5):7250–65

7. Attur M, Krasnokutsky S, Statnikov A, Samuels J, Li Z, Friese O, et al. Low-grade inflammation in symptomatic knee osteoarthritis: Prognostic

value of inflammatory plasma lipids and peripheral blood leukocyte biomarkers. Arthritis Rheumatol. 2015;67(11):2905–15.

8. Ahmed U, Anwar A, Savage RS, Costa ML, MacKay N, Filer A, et al. Biomarkers of early stage osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis and

musculoskeletal health. Sci Rep. 2015;5(1):9259..

9. Hosnijeh FS, Siebuhr AS, Uitterlinden AG, Oei EHG, Hofman A, Karsdal MA, et al. Association between biomarkers of

tissue inflammation and progression of osteoarthritis: Evidence from the Rotterdam study cohort. Arthritis Res Ther.

2016;18(1):81.

10. Ahmed U, Anwar A, Savage RS, Thornalley PJ, and Rabbani N. Protein oxidation, nitration and glycation biomarkers for

early-stage diagnosis of osteoarthritis of the knee and typing and progression of arthritic disease. Arthritis Res Ther.

2016;18(1):250

11. Chintalacharuvu SR, Wang JX, Giaconia JM, and Venkataraman C. An essential role for CCL3 in the development of

collagen antibody-induced arthritis. Immunol Lett. 2005;100(2):202–4.

• CCL3 is the most capable singular biomarker for diagnosing

eOA.

• Due to the heterogeneity of osteoarthritis it is likely that an

algorithmic approach will have more success for diagnostic

purposes.

• With further research and validation the biomarkers and

biomarker panels identified in this review will have the ability to

provide an objective method to aid clinicians in diagnosing

osteoarthritis in its early stages.

• A universal consensus of nomenclature will help to add

strength to studies and allow results to be more easily

validated.



Total Knee Arthroplasty Fails to Improve Pain Catastrophizing and Anxiety/Depression Scores: A Systematic Review 0100 

A Borade1, TO Smith 2, CB Hing1

1. St George’s University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust; 2. University of Oxford

Aim
How do psychological attributes and TKA affect each other?

Background
• 20% of patients are unhappy with their TKA

• Psychological attributes may adversely affect outcome

• There are different scales used to measure psychological distress (Table 1)

Methods
• A PRISMA compliant systematic review of the PubMed, EMBASE and Scopus databases

• English language studies level I-IV included

• Databases searched from 10/10/2018  to 10/11/2018

• Either dichotomization or stratification of the TKA patients based on the psychological 

distress scores across the studies.

Discussion
• Psychological distress significantly influences post-operative recovery and 

outcome of TKA.

• Worse pain catastrophizing and anxiety/depression correlated strongly with 

worse clinical outcomes 

Results 
• 18 studies with 11,624 patients (7271 females, 4353 males)

• mean age 68.9 (range 73 - 62.5) years

• Different psychological scales utilized across the studies

• Worse pain catastrophizing and anxiety / depression scores corelated with worse 

outcome up to two years from surgery (p<0.005)

• Psychological attributes predict patient performance and recovery

• Lower emotional health associated with greater functional variation

Conclusion
• TKA as an intervention fails to address catastrophizing and anxiety

• Independent pre-operative interventions e.g. pain coping skills training are 

advised
0 2 4 6 8

Pain…

SF-36 mental…

The Tampa Scale…

Short Form –…

Coping Strategies…

Arthritis Self-…

Interpersonal…

Patient Health…

Revised Illness…

SF12 PCS

Table 1: Psychological distress scales utilized across the studies
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The Articularis Genu Muscle
The Pathoanatomy and Imaging of the Fifth Quadriceps Muscle, and Its Clinical 

Relevance in Oncology (ID 0101)
J Caterson1, M Williams1, HT Temple2, T Cosker1, CLMH Gibbons1

1University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom 2University of Miami School of Medicine, Florida, USA
Email: jessica.caterson@sjc.ox.ac.uk

INTRODUCTION
The aim of this cadaveric 
study was to describe the 
anatomy of the Articularis
Genu (AG) muscle, 
classically described as a 
vestigial structure of 
uncertain significance. We 
hypothesise that AG is a 
discrete muscle.

RESULTS
• All cadavers had a discrete AG 

muscle [Fig 1] with mean length 
16.1 cm (±1.6 cm) [Fig 2]

• Microscopic histological 
examination confirmed striated 
muscle

• Macroscopic examination 
showed alignment of skeletal 
muscle fibres of AG were 
different to VI 

• Vascular supply was identified 
from the deep circumflex branch 
of the femoral artery and 
innervation from intermuscular 
branches of the deep femoral 
nerve in all specimens [Fig 3,4]

• MR imaging confirmed AG as a 
discrete muscle and may suggest 
that there are superficial and 
deep components [Fig 5]

• AG is a substantial and discrete 
muscle deep and separate to 
vastus intermedius

METHOD
An adapted extensile 
medial parapatellar
approach1 was used to 
dissect 24 thighs from 12 
whole, embalmed, human 
cadavers. Photographs were 
taken of the muscle bulk 
deep to the fascia of vastus 
intermedius and features of 
its morphology recorded, 
including size, origin, and 
neurovascular supply.

We therefore propose Articularis Genu as 
the 5th quadriceps muscle.

REFERENCES
1 - Stevens J, Clement N, Patton J. The Extensile Medial Parapatellar Approach to the Distal Femur and Knee: Anatomic Landmarks and Surgical Technique. Tech Orthop 2018:1. 

Fig 1

Fig 2

Fig 3 Fig 4

Fig 5



• Chemical venous thromboembolism (VTE) prophylaxis constitutes an important area in everyday orthopaedic practice. Recent studies have shown aspirin, as a chemical VTE

prophylaxis agent following arthroplasty, was equivalent to newer oral anticoagulants in terms of efficacy and overall risk profile.

• The new (2018) guidelines from the National Institute For Health and Care Excellence (NICE) now recommend aspirin monotherapy as an appropriate regimen for chemical VTE

prophylaxis in patients undergoing primary total knee arthroplasty (TKA). Given aspirin is a much cheaper drug than the newer oral anticoagulants, this may provide substantial cost-

savings to the orthopaedic community.

• We compared the cost difference of chemical VTE prophylaxis in primary TKA patients at our hospital pre- and post- implementation of the new NICE guidelines to assess any potential

financial savings.

What is the Cost of Chemical Venous Thromboembolism Prophylaxis

in Primary Total Knee Arthroplasty Patients

Following the Implementation of the Latest NICE Guidance? 

R. Kabariti, J. Lloyd, M. Whitehouse, S. Bick, G. Matharu

Orthopaedic Department, Southmead Hospital, North Bristol NHS Trust, Bristol, United Kingdom 

Introduction

Methods

Results

Conclusion

• This single-centre study was performed at a tertiary arthroplasty centre where a total of 675 primary TKAs were performed in 2017.

• The pre-implementation regimen was the respective chemical VTE prophylaxis agent(s) prescribed routinely by all 14 consultants performing TKAs. The post-

implementation regimen was adopted following a departmental agreement to follow the 2018 NICE guidelines for VTE prophylaxis – 14 days of 150 mg aspirin OD.

• Costs for each drug and regimen were determined using our pharmacy hospital database, with costs calculated on a per patient basis. The differences in cost pre- and

post-implementation of the NICE guidelines were then calculated. The cost difference (per patient) was then multiplied by the number of TKAs performed in 2017,

which established the expected cost difference during a typical one-year period.

We have identified potential cost savings by implementing the new NICE guidelines and using aspirin as chemical VTE prophylaxis in all patients undergoing primary TKA who are not 

already on anticoagulation. We encourage other institutions to consider using aspirin as routine VTE prophylaxis following TKA given the potential for substantial cost savings by adopting 

this approach.

• The mean cost per patient pre-implementation was £10.32 (range £0.21- £53.76) compared with

£0.21 post-implementation. This gave an overall mean cost saving of £10.11 per patient.

• In 2017, if the new NICE guidance had been used the hospital would have saved a total of £6,821.

• As previous work has suggested 5% of our patients are on anti-coagulation prior to undergoing arthroplasty

and thus would continue with this post-operatively, this equates to an estimate total annual saving of

£6,480 when implementing the new NICE guidance at our centre.

• If these findings were replicated for 95% of all 102,177 primary TKAs recorded in the NJR in 2017, the

cost saving would be over: £981,359
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The Clinicopathological Relevance of Articularis Genu in Distal Femoral 
Resection for Primary and Solitary Metastatic Bone Tumours (ID 0108)

J Caterson1, M Williams1, C McCarthy1, Z Orost1,  HT Temple2, T Cosker1, CLMH Gibbons1

1University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom 2University of Miami School of Medicine, Florida, USA
Email: jessica.caterson@sjc.ox.ac.uk

RESULTS
• AG was identified in 43 of the 52 cases
• Where it was not identified was due to 

insufficient pathological specimens
• In 24 cases, tumour was confined to the 

bone and AG provided an anterior cover 
(Fig 2b)

• MRI confirmed AG as a sufficient soft tissue 
cover (Fig 2c)

• In all cases, histopathology reported clear 
margins

• Only one case of local recurrence due to 
vascular invasion not soft tissue spread

INTRODUCTION
• Articularis Genu (AG) is a muscle of the quadriceps compartment
• It originates from the anterior aspect of the distal femur, and inserts into 

the suprapatellar bursa
• Classically, it has been described of little substance or relevance
• We hypothesise it to be substantial structure (fig 1), of major significance 

in distal femur resection for bony tumours

AIM OF STUDY
• Characterise anatomy of AG
• Establish its importance in obtaining a clear margin and preventing local 

recurrence in primary bone and metastatic tumours of the distal femur

METHOD
52 consecutive cases of distal 
femur resections with 
endoprosthetic replacement 
from the Oxford Sarcoma 
Service were identified between 
January 2009 and September 
2018. Pathological specimens 
were used to identify and 
measure AG. Histopathology 
reports and Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging (MRI) were used to 
record soft tissue cover of 
tumours, margin clearance, and 
local recurrence.

FEMUR

ARTICULARIS 
GENU1

6
.1

 c
m

Fig 1: Proposed 
structure of 
Articularis Genu

CONCLUSION
These results provide strong evidence for AG as a 
substantial muscle in the anterior compartment of 
the thigh and its critical importance as a soft tissue 
cover of tumours in the distal femur, whilst 
preserving knee extensor function. We therefore 
propose AG be the 5thquadriceps muscle: the 
tumour surgeon’s friend.

Figure 2 (a) Resected Distal Femur 
demonstrating Articularis Genu (arrow) 
as a sufficient anterior soft tissue cover 
for osteosarcoma (b) Articularis Genu has 
significant circumferential cover (c) T1-
weighted MRI of elevated and displaced

Articularis Genu (yellow
arrow) covering
osteosarcoma (red arrow)



Rate of Common Peroneal Nerve Palsy in Posterolateral 
Corner Deficient Knees: Medium Term Outcomes 

The common peroneal nerve
(CPN) is at risk of traction injury
in high grade posterolateral
corner (PLC) knee injuries where
it splits from the sciatic nerve,
resulting in foot drop.

A retrospective review of all PLC
reconstructions at one institution
was undertaken.

• 192 episodes in 12 years
• Median age 26.5 years, 84% male
• 55% PLC + ACL
• 70% meniscal injuries
• 8% (n=16) had a dense CPN palsy at

the time of presentation
• 32% of these (n=5) had a complete

transection of their CPN at exploration
• None of these recovered any

functional dorsiflexion
• All had salvage surgery

• All patients should have CPN explored
intraoperatively when having
reconstruction of their PLC

• If the CPN is transected, foot drop will
not recover in our experience

• Consider early tendon transfer to
optimise function

Diagram 1. 
Anatomy of the common peroneal nerve in 

relation to the structures of the posteolateral
corner

Figure 2. Appearance on surgical exploration and outcomes
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Figure 1. Pattern of ligament injuries
A. In all PLC injured knees
B. In PLC injured knees with CPN injuries

(Abstract Reference ID: 111)
Rachael Clegg, Warwick Chan, Neil Walton (rclegg@doctors.org.uk)
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Low revision rates with fixed-bearing partial knee arthroplasty in young 
patients (≤ 60yrs) with minimum ten year follow up 

Ashim Mannan, Richard Pilling, Katy Mason, David Duffy, Nick London 
Harrogate District Hospital (poster 117)

• UKA established treatment option for isolated compartmental knee arthritis 
• Lack of consensus for inclusion of young patients (≤ 60yrs)
• Australian, Swedish and UK registries report risk of revision 12-16% at 10 yrs in young patients for UKR
• Equivalent risk in TKR 5-7%

• To determine long-term functional, satisfaction and survivorship data within a cohort of patients ≤ 60yrs 
undergoing fixed-bearing UKR 

• 88 medial UKR performed in 69 patients (Nov 2000 – July 2007)
• Data capture 97.6%
• Mean follow up 15.9 years 
• Revision rate 7.1% at min 10 yrs
• Mean OKS 38.5 at final follow up

• Fixed-bearing UKR excellent option in treatment of single compartment OA in patients ≤60yrs
• Long term clinical outcomes and survivorship profile comparative to registry data for TKR  

Introduction

Aims

• Retrospective review of cohort (≤ 60ys) undergoing fixed–bearing medial UKR 
• Miller-Galante unicondylar knee (predecessor to ZUK and persona PPK) 
• Questionnaire survey 
• Minimum 10 yr follow up
• Oxford Knee score, satisfaction scores and survivorship data
• Kaplan Meier survival chart 

Methods

Results

Conclusion



Fixed-bearing partial knee replacement with broad selection criteria 
“preliminary clinical and functional outcomes from a European Knee Society  funded study” 

Ashim Mannan, Caroline Bennett, Katy Mason, David Duffy, Nick London Harrogate District Hospital (poster 
119)

• UKA established treatment option for isolated compartmental knee arthritis 
• Controversy regarding patient selection with patellofemoral wear
• European knee society funded study examining clinical and functional outcomes with 
varying patterns and severity of (asymptomatic) patellofemoral wear in consecutive series of 
fixed – bearing medial UKA
• PPK unicondylar knee prosthesis (novel implant, Zimmer-Biomet)
• Preliminary results from consecutive series of 240 knees 

• Propective consecutive series of cases fitting broad selection criteria for medial UKR  using the 
PPK implant 
• Determine outcomes and impact of varying patterns of asymptomatic patellofemoral wear 

• Consecutive series of 110 cases, (data available for 100)
• One year OKS 43.3 (17.3 increase)
• 96% ‘very satisfied’ at one year
• 28 cases lateral patellar facet wear 
• 44 cases medial patellar facet wear 
• No significant difference in OKS, KOOS, FJS-12 with either medial or lateral patellar 
wear
• One prox tibial fracture, one superficial wound infection, nil implant revisions 

• No significant difference in one year outcomes with  presence or absence of medial 
or lateral patellar facet wear 

• Excellent clinical outcomes achieved with the  medial PPK unicondylar knee 
prosthesis at one year 

Introduction

Aims

•Medial UKR with standardised technique (PPK implant)
• Pre & post-operative data including OKS, KOOS, UCLA and FJS
• Intra-operative examination of each compartment with regards to severity and location of 
arthritic disease.
• Asymptomatic patellofemoral arthritic patterns included
• Safety profile and survivorship data at minimum 1 year follow up 

Methods

Results

OKS KOOS

Pre – op 26.0 57.7

1 year 43.3 83.1

Conclusion



Adjustable Cortical Suspension for Femoral and Tibial Fixation in 

ACL Reconstruction – Clinical Outcome and MRI Analysis
Sven Putnis FRCS(T&O), Thomas Neri MD, Samuel Grasso PhD, James Linklater FRANZCR, Brett Fritsch FRACS, David Parker FRACS

Sydney Orthopaedic Research Institute, Australia

Background

• Well established in the femur

• Newer in the tibia

• Potential benefits:

- Can use a single Semi-T autograft

- Higher bone-graft surface area

- Maintains desired graft position

- Avoids screw complications e.g. damage

to the graft and migration

Research Questions

• Can this technique facilitate the use of a 

single hamstring autograft?

• Does this technique lead to good clinical 

outcomes?

• Does a shorter graft still allow graft-

tunnel integration and maturation?

Methods

• 220 sequential patients

• Primary hamstring autograft

• Arthrex Graftlink adjustable cortical 

suspension in both the tibia and femur

• 141 with 1-year validated 3T MRIs with 

multi-planar reconstructions

• PROMs: IKDS, Tegner, Lysholm, at 

1-year and 2-years

Conclusions

Good clinical results:

• Low re-rupture rate of 4.7%

• Outcome scores comparable with the best 

published reports using alternative fixation

1-year MRI analysis:

• Shorter grafts integrate, the majority with 

predominantly low signal (Grade 1 or 2)

• Significantly more Grade 1 grafts seen in 

the tibial tunnel than the femoral (p<0.001)

• Intra-articular graft signal is comparable to 

the femoral tunnel graft signal (p<0.01)

• Significant correlation with clinical outcomes 

may only be seen with more accurate 

grading systems

Results

• Follow-up 25 months [range 12-42]

• Meniscal pathology 

- medial 30%       - lateral 28%

- combined 9%

• Autograft (mean length 70mm)

- 4-strand single Semi-T:55% 

- 6-strand +Gracilis:43% - 8-strand:2%

• 11 graft ruptures: 4.7% (all during sport)

• PROMs: Significant improvements

- pre-operative to 1-year (p<0.001)

- to 2-year follow-up (p<0.001) 

- no clear correlation with MRI

• Mean MRI tunnel widening

- Femoral 2.7mm > Tibial 2.2mm (p<0.05)

(0122)



◼ BASK 2020 Annual Meeting

◼ To be held in Oxford

◼ June meeting to allow us to host

◼ The Combined Orthopaedic Knee 

Societies (COKS) meeting

BASK 2020 – June meeting



(No:125) Arthroscopic posterior root of lateral meniscus repair with concurrent ACL reconstruction: A case series analysis. 

Konstantinos Evangelou, Efthymios Papamichail, Panagiotis Mavroeidis, Sanjeev Anand, Owen Wall, Ram Venkatesh
Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust, Leeds, UK

Introduction: Tears of the Posterior Root of the Lateral Meniscus 
(PRLM) 
•Are associated with ACL ruptures
•High degree of suspicion needed for detection /repair
•Missed tears result in loss of hoop stresses
•Equivalent to subtotal meniscectomy

Results: 
•Clinical improvement in our series
•IKDC score: Mean pre-op 38.89/ Mean post-op: 51.7
•Lysholme score: Mean pre-op 51.7/ Mean post-op: 89.23

Conclusion:
•Our technique allows:

-anatomical restoration under direct visualisation
-optimal tensioning
-comparable outcomes with isolated ACL reconstruction

•Further FU required

Purpose: To present a case series of 37 patients who underwent 
PRLM repair in our Department with a minimum of 1 year FU
Material/Method: 
•37 cases of PRLM repair (PRLMR) (27M:10F)
•34 cases associated with ACL reconstruction
•Period: March 2015- November 2018 (Mean FU: 25 months)
•Technique:
- anatomical restoration /seperate tibial tunnel
-tensioning under direct visualization
-sutures secured to anterior tibia with anchors
-post op: mobilise NWB in a ROM brace for 6/52
-FU: 2,6,12 weeks and 6,12 months
-Review: clinical, IKDC and Lysholme scores



Treatment of osteochondral defects of the knee using autologous bone marrow-derived stem cells

Results of the first 100 cases in a single centre
Alexander D Liddle, Abtin Alvand, Sandrine Slavik, Jonathan Miles, Richard WJ Carrington, George Bentley, James R Donaldson

Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital, Stanmore, UK

Introduction
• Treating large osteochondral defects (OCDs) of the knee 

is challenging. The gold standard, Autologous 
Chondrocyte Implantation (ACI) is expensive and 
requires two stage surgery.[1] 

• A single-stage alternative to ACI is the use of autologous 
bone-marrow derived stem cells (BMDC). 

• BMDCs differentiate into chondral and osseous lineages, 
leading to repair of the lesion. 

• Good results have been described with similar 
techniques in the talus and the knee.[2,3] 

• The aim of this study was to report the results of BMDC 
implantation for OCDs of the knee at one year

• Primary outcome measure: Cincinnati Rating System
• Secondary outcome: all cause survival.

Patients and Methods
• 128 consecutive cases
• Inclusion criteria: age 15-55, BMI <35kg/m2, non-

smoker, single lesion >1cm in diameter
• 28 exclusions: 100 cases (99 patients) remain.
• Four-stage process (figure) using SyngenitTM Surgical 

system (Synergy Medical Technologies, Brighton, UK)
• Functional outcome measured at one year
• Data analysed using ANCOVA model and Kaplan Meier

Medial or lateral mini-arthrotomy.
Assessment of lesion.
Debridement to stable, vertical 
edges

Autologous bone marrow harvested 
from the iliac crest. Bone marrow 
concentrate generated by 
centrifugation.

Equine collagen scaffold trimmed to 
shape of lesion.
Bone marrow concentrate applied 
to scaffold

Scaffold applied to lesion using 
fibrin glue.
Standardised rehabilitation 
protocol followed

Results
• Mean age 29.4 years (15-49). 68/100 were male
• Location varied by patient (figure)
• 13 cases had other procedures (ACL reconstruction, 

MPFL reconstruction, High Tibial Osteotomy, 
mensiscectomy)

• By three years 
• Three converted to arthroplasty
• Six lost to follow-up

• Significant improvement in Cincinnati Score (figure)
• Pre-op 47.5 (9-91)
• Post-op 62.1 (7-100)

• Three year graft survival 96.3% (95% CI 88.8-98.8)
• Outcomes (1yr Cincinnati score) adversely affected by

• Increasing age (-1.03 points per year)
• Previous cartilage surgery (-14.0 points)

Conclusions
• Safe and effective technique
• Caution in older patients and those with previous 

cartilage surgery
• More research needed on predictors of outcome
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1. Harris JD, Siston RA, Brophy RH et al. Failures, re-operations, and complications after autologous chondrocyte 
implantation: a systematic review. Osteoarthritis Cartilage 2011;19:779-791.
2. Buda R, Vannini F, Carvallo M et al. One-step arthroscopic technique for the treatment of osteochondral lesions of the 
knee with bone-marrow-derived cells: three years results. Musculoskelet Surg 2013;97:145-151.
3. Giannini S, Buda R, Vannini F et al. One-step Bone Marrow-derived Cell Transplantation in Talar Osteochondral 
Lesions. Clin Orthop Relat Res 2009;467:3307-3320.
4, Noyes FR, Barber SD, Mooar LA. A rationale for assessing sports activity levels and limitations in knee disorders. Clin
Orthop Relat Res 1989;246:238-49
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Jamie O’Callaghan MRCS, Ben Lankester FRCS (Tr & Orth)
Yeovil District Hospital NHSFT

Introduction
10% of 106,000 in 2017 were partial

• NJR 2018 report

Huge variation in UKR practice around 
the UK from 0-50% 
Known increased revision rate v TKR –
partly due to threshold effect?

• 6% for UKR at 5 yrs
• 10% for PFJR at 5 yrs
• 2% for TKR at 5 yrs
• But 5% for TKR in <55 yo

Lessons Learnt
• Higher than average surgeon volume helps to reduce 

revision rate
• Lower revision rate for fixed bearing medial UKR
• PFJR to TKR technically straightforward
• UKR to TKR can be more complex
• Revision for pain may lead to a dissatisfied TKR
• Strict patient selection crucial

Methods
Single surgeon series 2007- 2017
Data from NJR clinician feedback 
Crosscheck via case notes and PACS
Detailed Analysis of all UKR re-operations

Partial joint replacements
469

Lateral UKR
32

Mean f/u 5.7 y

Medial UKR
360

PFJR
77

Mean f/u 5.5 y

Fixed bearing
193

Mean f/u 5.3 y

Mobile bearing
167

Mean f/u 5.1 y

13 Medial UKR re-operations 
(3.6%):

Fixed 2/193 (1.0%) 
Mobile 11/167 (6.6%) 
Chi squared = 0.005

2 Revisions for Lateral 
UKRs
(6.3%)

- Progression of OA

3 Revisions for PFJR 
(3.9%)

- Progression of OA (2)
- Maltracking (1)

Medial UKR Re-operations
8 F v 5 M
Mean Age 56 (38-73) 
Mean 3.1 y until reoperation (4-109 m)

Implants compared
Uniglide mobile  (9/86 – 10.4%)
Oxford mobile (2/81 – 2.5%)
Uniglide fixed (2/169 – 1.2%)
Vanguard fixed (0/22 – 0%)
Triathlon PKR fixed  (0/2 – 0%) 

Case 1 - Dislocation

Reason for Surgery
Progression of OA (3)
Bearing dislocation (3)
Infection (1)
Aseptic loosening (2)
Pain (3)
Manufacturer recall (1)

Case 2 – Aseptic Loosening

Lessons Learnt From Ten Years of Partial Knee 
Replacements (0128)



Bilateral versus Unilateral Total Knee Arthroplasty

A Propensity Matched Case-Controlled Study
Sven Putnis FRCS(T&O), Antonio Klasan MD, Joachim Redgment BMed MD, Matthew Daniel BBiomed(Hons), David Parker FRACS, Myles Coolican FRACS

Sydney Orthopaedic Research Institute, Australia

Background

• Frequent presentations of bilateral knee 

arthritis suitable for bilateral TKA (BTKA). 

• 31% of all TKA patients at this institute

• Worldwide debate regarding safety

• Evidence that bilateral flexion contractures 

will recur if not corrected simultaneously 

• BTKA more economical than staged

Research Questions

• Is BTKA under the same anaesthetic as 

safe as unilateral TKA (UTKA)?

• Is it economical?

• Can patients cope?

• Are clinical improvements comparable?

Methods

• 3-year period of sequential patients

- 423 BTKA and 874 UTKA

• 395 in each group propensity matched for:

- Gender, Age, ASA Grade, VR-12 score

• Surgical technique:

- No tourniquet  - Navigation guidance

- IV and peri-capsular tranexamic acid.

• Complications from patient records and 

National Registry (AOANJRR)

• PROMs: change in OKS, VAS, VR-12

• Patient Satisfaction Questionnaire

Conclusions

• BTKA is becoming safer

• Major complications are now rare 

however >PE has to be noted

∴ early thromboprophylaxis 

• Low transfusion rates

• Groups have the same PROMs 

• High rate of patient satisfaction

• BTKA vs 2x UTKA saves a mean of 4.2 

inpatient days and 3.2 rehabilitation 

days per patient

Results

• Follow-up 25 months [range 12-42]

• BTKA mean increased inpatient stay 

1.3 days and rehab stay by 2.9 days

• Transfusion rate BTKA: 2.5% UTKA: 1.3%

• Overall completely uneventful recovery:

- BTKA 72% - UTKA 79%

• Highly comparable PROMs

• 95% would undergo BTKA again

(0131)





Clinical Outcome Of Free Latissimus Dorsi Flaps For Coverage Of Soft Tissue 
Defects In Multiply Revised Total Knee Replacements (ID 0133)

Antony Raymond, Abtin Alvand, Shashank Sarmah, Alex Liddle, Chethan Jayadev, John Skinner, James Donaldson, Richard Carrington, Jonathan Miles. 
Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital, London, United Kingdom. acr365@gmail.com

Introduction:
• Soft tissue coverage of the newly implanted prosthesis may not be possible in the multiply revised total knee replacement 
• Skin necrosis, scarring, tissue loss from debridement or soft tissue contraction may cause this devastating complication 
• This can place the patient at high risk for recurrent infection and possible amputation. 

Results:
Demographic:
•18 patients 
•Followed up - 18 months to 9 years (median 48 months)
•12 were male; median age was 65 years (35-83)
•Median of 4 prior arthroplasty procedures (range: 3-6) 
• Infection in 15/18 
•Aseptic extensor mechanism deficiency in 3/18

Outcome: 
•7 are infection free
•7 are on suppressive antibiotics with the implant in situ
•4 have been converted to amputation
•Amputation-free implant survival at 5 years is 75% 

(95% CI 46-90)
•Functional outcomes in 10/14 (median of 49 months 

follow-up) 
•Mean OKS was 13.4 (range: 2-35) 
•Mean EQ5D index was 0.071 (range: -0.427 to 0.747)
•1 doner site seroma & 1 doner site delayed healing

Aim:
To assess the outcomes of latissimus dorsi (LD) 
myocutaneous flap reconstruction in revision total knee 
replacements (TKRs) with large anterior soft tissue 
defects in terms of:

•Clinical outcomes 
•Survival
•Complications

Patients & Methods:
•Retrospective cohort study 
•18 consecutive patients all of whom underwent revision 

TKR and free LD flap reconstruction.

Primary outcome measure: 
•Revision-free implant survival

Secondary outcome measures:
•Oxford Knee Score (OKS)
•EQ5D

Conclusion:
•Latissimus dorsi free flap is a viable salvage treatment option in patients with large anterior soft tissue defects following multiple TKR revisions 
•Functional outcomes are poor and there is a significant risk of ongoing infection and amputation in this complex cohort of patients 



(No:136)ACL graft preparation with a new reliable knot. A biomechanical study that evaluates the new RAM ACL knot as a quicker, 
reliable and cost effective alternative to whipstitch.

Konstantinos Evangelou1, Panagiotis Mavroeidis1, Haneen Aldulaimi2, Rohit Rambani3, Todd Stewart2 , Ram Venkatesh1

1. Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust, Leeds, UK/ 2.School of Mechanical Engineering,, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK / 3.  United Lincolnshire 
Hospitals, NHS Trust, Boston, UK

Background: to investigate the mechanical properties of  the RAM ACL 
knot (RK)  VS to the whipstitch (WS). 
Methods: 
•12 porcine flexor tendon samples (6 RK group/ 6WS group)
•No.5 Ethibond suture was used to prepare both ends in each sample 
•Biomechanical Testing:  -pre-tensioning

-cyclic loading
-loading-to-failure

•For each group: -3 samples underwent SST4 (continuous)
-3 samples underwent DST5

Results: 
•Total average failure loads for RK and WS groups were 403 and 452.1 
N
•No statistically significant difference in failure loads
•RAM knot VS WS:  -significantly higher stiffness (p=0.007)

-lower elongation at failure (p=0.004) 
•Mechanical properties of the RAM ACL knot are as good as (or 
superior)
•RAM knot’s properties are well above requirements
(Optimal  tensioning for ACL graft is 50N)
Conclusion: The RAM ACL knot is:  -quick

-cost effective
-reliable 

RAM KNOT Experiment device / set up

Boxplots of failure loads, stiffness and elongation for each test group
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Restoration of Gait Kinematics at 1-Year Following 
Medacta GMK-Sphere Total Knee Arthroplasty

Tawy, G.F. ¹, Rowe, P.J. ², Biant, L.C. ¹

¹University of Manchester ²University of Strathclyde

gwenllian.tawy@manchester.ac.uk

(141)

Aim

Quantify the biomechanical 

functional outcome of the Medacta 

GMK-Sphere
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Methods

Biomechanical assessment of knee 

function and gait with motion 

capture technology:

• Pre-operatively

• 6-weeks post-operatively

• 1-year post-operatively
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Results 

• n = 27

• Average range of motion 

114.3±18.9° post-operatively

• Sagittal plane motion during gait 

improved post-operatively (Left)

• Frontal (Right) and transverse plane 

motion restored post-operatively
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A Novel Suction System Gives Superior Cement Penetration In Non-tourniquet Compared To Tourniquet TKA Patients.

Emily London, James Murray, Andrew Porteous, Nick Howell, Rickie Gill  (0144)

• 95% TKA performed with a tourniquet. 
• Argument for their use:

Research Question: 
Is it possible to achieve equivalent (or even enhanced) cement 
penetration without a tourniquet using a novel suction device?

Study Design: 
1. In vitro assessment of cementation quality in modelled 

tourniquet and non-tourniquet environments (dry, wet, and 

wet with suction):

1. Sawbone

2. Porcine

2. Clinical assessment of cement penetration in tourniquet 

and non-tourniquet with suction patients.

1. In Vitro Assessments:
Experiment One: Cement penetration in Sawbones

Experiment Two: Cement Penetration in Porcine

Experiment Three: Extraction force testing in Porcine

2. Radiological Assessment of Cementation:
Assessment of cement penetration depth under the tibial

tray in TKA. 

1. In Vitro Assessments:
Suction results in visibly drier bone: 120s bleeding without (A) & with (B) suction, prior to cementation:

Suction in non-tourniquet models gave superior cement penetration to tourniquet (dry) and non-

tourniquet without suction groups. 

3D reconstruction of cement mantle in sawbone specimens: Deeper in suction group. 

Extraction Force Testing: Suction resulted in a non-significant ↑ in extraction force & time till failure. 

2. Radiological Assessments:
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Mean cement depth (mm) of samples within each group. 
Mann-Whitney: p=0.028 between:

• dry verses wet + suction (¥)
• wet verses wet + suction (§)

Group averages of mean cement depth (mm) 
between wet and wet + suction specimens. 

† Mann-Whitney; p=0.028 

Superior cement penetration in 2 zones in non-tourniquet with 

suction patients compared to tourniquet patients (p=0.029, 0.017). 

Residual blood on tibia can 
↓ bone-cement interface 
strength by 50%. 

Reduced blood therefore 
improved implant 
cementation and fixation

Important – aseptic 
loosening major cause of 
TKA failure → revisions 
(cost)

Associated complications:
• ↑ post-op swelling, 

stiffness, pain, 
analgesia consumption

• ↓ knee ROM

All detrimentally impact 
patient recovery

Summary: Compared to tourniquet groups, the novel suction technique delivered enhanced cementation in: 

• Simulated non-tourniquet sawbone and porcine models

• Non-tourniquet knee arthroplasty

Conclusions: The novel suction system is beneficial for cement mantle irrespective of tourniquet use. 

This would allow surgeons to avoid potential disadvantages of tourniquet use without compromising cementation. 

Summary and Conclusions

Dry specimen cement mantle Wet + suction specimen cement mantle


